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Web-based research methodology 
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the world wide web in the 1990s and 
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layers upon layers of new major de-

velopments in Internet technology 

and life generally (e.g., search en-

gines, social media, smartphones, 

Open Science). This volume presents 

a selection of state-of-the-art con-

tributions on web-based research in 

psychology. Expert authors explore 

research methodology, including new 

methods made possible through the 

web or research that cannot be done 

without the web. In addition, research 

ethics, which have special character-

istics in the online research environ-

ment, are addressed to varying 

degrees, including deception and in-

clusivity. Further topics presented 

range from how web-based research 

can advance our knowledge on per-

ception to the adoption of Open Sci-

ence (including sharing data, 

materials, and preregistrations), as 

well as how behavior is observed in 

web-based research. This collection 

of contributions is a showcase of the 

creativity of researchers to find nifty 

new ways to harness the web to ad-

vance psychological research.
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Original Article

Forbid/Allow Asymmetry
in Persuasion
The Forbid Frame Decreases Biased Elaboration and
Increases Attitude Change

Paweł Koniak and Wojciech Cwalina

Department of Social Psychology, Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin, Poland

Abstract. Previous research showed that responses to questions about forbidding something differed from those to the seemingly equivalent
questions about allowing the same object (forbid/allow asymmetry). We postulate that the effect of the forbid vs. allow framing may be also
consequential for the processing of attitude related information and attitude change. The forbid frame (compared with the allow frame) may
increase the impact of negative (vs. positive) arguments and/or reduce the impact of initial attitudes on the elaboration the presented in-
formation. To test these predictions we conducted three experiments (one preregistered, totalN = 655). Participants were reading both pro and
con arguments, differing in consistency with their initial attitudes, and concerning three different attitude objects: genetically modified or-
ganisms (GMOs), euthanasia, and barbecuing in public places. The results show that the forbid (vs. allow) frame decreases the tendency for
generating thoughts prevailingly consistent with participants, initial attitudes (Experiment 2). It also reduces bias in the evaluation and in-
terpretation of the presented arguments and yields more similar assessments of arguments that are consistent and inconsistent with initial
attitudes (Experiment 3). As a result, the attitudes are more susceptible to change within the forbid frame (they move more in the direction
opposite to the initial attitude) than within the allow frame (Experiments 1-3). The results for the first time show the existence of forbid vs. allow
asymmetry in persuasion. This effect has practical consequences, e.g., when designing referenda.

Keywords: forbid/allow asymmetry, persuasive communication, attitude depolarization, disconfirmation bias, resistance

In September 2018, in the Swiss canton of St. Gallen, a
referendum was held about covering one’s face in public
(Shields, 2018). The media called it the burka ban referen-
dum (“Voters approve ‘burka ban’ in St Gallen,” 2018).
Referendums are held fairly often in Switzerland, and at
least some of them focus on whether something should be
forbidden. For instance, in 2008, the Swiss voted on
whether to forbid training flights of fighter aircraft over
tourism areas in times of peace (Khetani, 2012), and in
2009, the Swiss voted on whether building minarets should
be banned (Wyler, 2017). In each of these cases, the issue
put to vote could have just as easily been presented within
the allow frame. Instead of askingwhether training flights or
minarets should be banned (forbidden), the question could
be whether these objects should be allowed.
The effect of wording questions in public opinion surveys is

well known: Asking about forbidding something produces
different responses than asking about allowing something
(e.g., Chessa & Holleman, 2007; Hippler & Schwarz, 1986;
Rugg, 1941). In a classic study, Rugg (1941) showed that if the
question concerned allowing public speeches against de-
mocracy, 75% of the respondents chose an answer indicating

that they were against such speeches (i.e., they answered the
speeches should not be allowed). However, if the question
concerned forbidding public speeches against democracy,
only 54%of the respondents were against such speeches (i.e.,
they answered they supported the ban). Subsequent studies
confirmed the existence of the forbid versus allow asym-
metry (Hippler & Schwarz, 1986; Holleman, 2006; Schuman
& Presser, 1981): Responses to questions about forbidding
something differed from those to the seemingly equivalent
questions about allowing the same object. Specifically, more
people were willing not to allow something than to forbid it,
and vice versa – more persons were willing to not to forbid
something than to allow it.
We postulate that the effect of the forbid versus allow

framing is not limited to differences in responses to surveys
or referendums. This effect can also concern the processes
that take place when the respondent comes into contact with
arguments during a referendum campaign. Instead of trying
to persuade the voters that training flights orminarets should
be or should not be banned (forbidden), the prereferendums
campaigns could be focused on whether these objects should
be allowed. However, would the attempts at persuasion have

Social Psychology (2022), 53(1), 1–20
https://doi.org/10.1027/1864-9335/a000469

© 2022 Hogrefe Publishing
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progressed the sameway in both cases (forbid vs. allow)? It is
possible that framing can affect how different types of ar-
guments and information (pro vs. con and attitude-consistent
vs. attitude-inconsistent) are processed. Moreover, these
potential differences in elaboration of different types of ar-
guments can also affect the scope and direction of attitude
change.

Factors Affecting Elaboration of Different
Types of Arguments

During prereferendum campaign, citizens are confronted
with positive and negative information (pro and con ar-
guments) concerning the object of the referendum, but
these different types of arguments or information are not
evaluated and processed in the same way. As research on
the negativity effect showed, people are more attentive to
negative than positive information, and the negatives
shape attitudes stronger than the positives (Baumeister
et al., 2001). As a result, con arguments are more per-
suasive than pro ones (Cobb & Kuklinski, 1997).

Moreover, looking at arguments as positive or negative
(pro or con) is only one way of encoding them. In addition
to this descriptive encoding, these arguments can also be
encoded evaluatively – as compatible or incompatible with
the person’s preexisting attitude (Wyer et al., 1991). As a
result, influence of pro versus con arguments can be
moderated by the compatibility or incompatibility of these
arguments to the preexisting attitude. Arguments consis-
tent with attitudes are accepted uncritically, while the
inconsistent ones are prone to critical scrutiny and, as a
result, are evaluated as weaker than consistent ones
(disconfirmation bias; Edwards & Smith, 1996; Taber et al.,
2009). This biased elaboration (biased assimilation; Lord
et al. 1979; or biased evaluation; Cohen et al., 2000) leads
to the perception of incoming evidence as supporting one’s
previous attitude, which in turn allows leaving this attitude
unchanged or even to bolster it (Kuhn & Lao, 1996; Lord
et al., 1979).

Both the tendency to concentrate on the negatives, as
well as the tendency for a biased elaboration of evidence,
may be moderated by individual-related factors, for ex-
ample, by the strength of initial attitude (e.g., Pomerantz
et al., 1995; Taber et al., 2009). What from our study
perspective is more interesting – the aforementioned ef-
fects can be also moderated by situational or external
factors (e.g., Cohen et al., 2000; Lord et al., 1984). Simple
and seemingly unimportant variations in framing the
question or task can change the way the object-related
information is processed or weighted. This may also in-
crease responders’ propensity to correct their automatic or
biased responses and affect the susceptibility of the

attitudes to change (e.g., Bizer & Petty, 2005; Sokolova &
Krishna, 2016).

Here, we focus on the attribute framing, where only a
single attribute in the object’s description is changed,
which results in differences in the evaluations of the object
(Levin et al., 1998). According to Levin and Gaeth (1988),
attribute-framing effects occur due to information being
encoded relative to its descriptive valence. Positive frames
lead to an encoding of the information that evokes fa-
vorable associations in memory, and negative frames
evoke unfavorable associations. However, this is not only a
matter of associations. Research on the task-type effect
(which is an example of the attribute framing) showed that
framing affects salience of different features of the object.
In the task-type paradigm, the person has to decide which
of the available options to choose or which of them to
reject. For example, a person can be asked which of the
two dishes offered they choose (positively framed task),
but the question could also be which of the two dishes they
reject (negatively framed task). With a positively (vs.
negatively) framed task, people focus more on the positive
(vs. negative) attributes of the objects. As a result, a re-
jection task, when compared with a choice task, showed a
greater impact of negative information on decision-
making (Ganzach, 1995; Shafir, 1993; Shafir et al., 1993;
Wedell, 1997). Ganzach and Schul (1995) state that this
effect may be mediated by confirmation bias. If the deci-
sion is framed as an acceptance decision, people are likely
to test hypotheses concerning the acceptance of alterna-
tives, and therefore, they attend to, and rely on, positive
information more than negative information. On the other
hand, when the decision is framed as a rejection decision,
the reverse is likely to occur.

Moreover, in the case of previously existing attitudes,
framing may also affect encoding and reliance on attitude
consistent versus inconsistent information. It may also re-
duce the tendency for preferential treatment of information
or arguments consistent with an initial attitude. Laran and
Wilcox (2011) propose that, in a choice task, people focus
more on the options consistent with the currently activated
preferences and goals. In a rejection task, they focus on the
preference-inconsistent alternatives. As a result, a rejection
task shifts preferences toward options that are inconsistent
with one’s baseline preference. Other research showed that
simply switching the task from choice to rejection led to
more deliberative processing and increase responders’
propensity to correct their automatic or biased responses
(Sokolova & Krishna, 2016).

To sum up, attribute framing can change associations
evoked by particular arguments and switch the salience of
these arguments. This may result in changing the impact of
different arguments (pro vs. con and consistent vs. in-
consistent with initial attitude) on final attitude, which in

Social Psychology (2022), 53(1), 1–20 © 2022 Hogrefe Publishing
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turn can affect the susceptibility of attitudes to change and
determine the direction of this change.

Forbid Versus Allow Framing in Persuasion

To date, no studies have addressed susceptibility to per-
suasion in the forbid versus allow frame. However, for
several reasons, we can expect that formulating the ques-
tion within the forbid versus allow frame may lead to dif-
ferences in the respondents’ susceptibility to persuasion.
First, as Chessa and Holleman (2007) suggest, the

forbid versus allow asymmetry in public opinion surveys is
the consequence of an increased response threshold in
forbid answers. If respondents are expected to take an
extreme position (especially if the respondent is expected
to agree to a ban), they may want “to retrieve extra ar-
guments to be sure about their stance, or to defend it to an
outsider” and, as a result, “an extra (negative) attribute of
the same attitude or attitudinal network is being activated”
(p. 222). This suggests the possibility that answering a
question about forbidding something may be associated
with a stronger susceptibility to the presented arguments
than answering a question about allowing something.
Moreover, it may lead to increased focus on some specific
(i.e., negative) information.
Second, the forbid versus allow framing, like choosing

versus rejecting framing, can be considered as an ex-
ample of attribute framing. Moreover, both rejecting and
forbidding, as well as choosing and allowing, have
common characteristics.1 Both rejecting and forbidding
involve a lack of possibility for further action related to
the object that has been rejected or forbidden (Holleman,
2006). Similarly, both choosing and allowing involve
creating a possibility for further action related to the
object that has been chosen or allowed. Moreover, in
Polish, that is, the language in which this study was
conducted, the words “reject” and “forbid” (odrzuca�c and
zakazywa�c ) and the words “choose” and “allow”
(wybiera�c and pozwala�c ) have similar evaluative and
emotional connotations (Wierzba et al., 2015). The va-
lence of both odrzuca�c (reject) and zakazywa�c (forbid) is
negative, and the level of excitement evoked by these
words is similar. The valence of both wybiera�c (choose)
and pozwala�c (allow) is slightly positive, with a slightly

lower level of excitement evoked than with negative
counterparts. Therefore, we can expect some analogies
between the task-type effect described earlier and in-
fluence of forbid versus allow frame.
Third, the word “forbid” seems to have some specific

status (especially when compared with the word “allow”;
cf. Chessa & Holleman, 2007; Schuman & Presser, 1981).
This word is connected with different signs informing
that some actions cannot be taken in the given time or
situation. Moreover, in many cases, the word “forbid” (or
sign representing it graphically) implies that an ongoing
activity cannot be continued or at least that the person
should decide whether their activity is breaking the
communicated rule. In the course of life, people are
learning to associate the word “forbid” with stopping the
action, an interruption of ongoing activity, an obstacle to
fulfilling their goals, a disagreement with some activity,
the consideration of potential fines, etc. It is possible,
then, for the word “forbid” to have the ability to induce
some specific state, where caution is evoked and previous
actions or goals are reassessed; the state when people are
motivated to attend to all relevant information more
carefully and objectively (Kunda, 1990). In the context of
persuasion, this can result in lowering the reliance on
previously existing attitudes. As Houston and Fazio
(1989) noted, when a person is found in a situation
with potential serious consequences, they may be moti-
vated to evaluate the incoming information with less
attitudinally driven processes. The consistency or in-
consistency of information with previous attitudes can
become less important than an accurate evaluation of the
situation. Persuasive consequences of this state can be
similar to the effect of fear on the processing of infor-
mation. Fear increases cautiousness and motivates a
search for information, decreases the salience of prior
beliefs and reliance on previous preferences, and en-
courages reconsideration of choices based on contem-
porary evaluations, which results in increasing the
susceptibility to persuasion (Brader, 2005; Griskevicius
et al., 2009; Koniak & Cwalina, 2020).
On the other side, the word “allow” is connected rather

with the possibility of doing, the continuation of ongoing
activity, an absence of obstacles to fulfilling actual goals,
agreement, etc. In the course of life, people learn that
when something is allowed, there is no need for

1 It should be noted that most reject versus choose framing studies analyze its effect on preference choice (Ganzach & Schul, 1995), where the
respondent has to choose between different objects. Research on forbid versus allow framing is mostly focused on its effect on preference
judgment, where only one attitude object is being considered. Then, expressing opinion about forbidding an object is not the same as deciding
which object from a larger set to reject. Similarly, expressing opinion about allowing an object is not the same as deciding which object from a
larger set to choose. Thus, the forbid versus allow framing and reject versus choose framing, although both are examples of the attribute framing,
are not identical.
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constraining and re-evaluating their existing goals, that
obstacles should not be expected, and that ongoing actions
can be continued. There is no need to consider information
other than one’s own preferences. In the context of atti-
tude change, this can result in lowering reliance on the
presented arguments and increasing reliance on previ-
ously existing attitudes. Moreover, the impact of preex-
isting attitudes on the evaluation and interpretation of
presented information or arguments should not be inter-
rupted. As a result, preexisting attitudes can be kept
without significant change.

Therefore, it can be expected that forbid versus allow
framing will have consequences for the processes of
changing attitudes toward the framed object. Specifically,
we can expect that forbid versus allow frame can result in
increased susceptibility of attitude to change. This change
can result from how the negative versus positive (or
attitude-consistent vs. attitude-inconsistent) information
about the object is weighted and processed and even what
of this information is seen as more persuasive.

Pro Versus Con Information
When people are considering whether an object should be
forbidden, the arguments or information concerning
negative aspects of the object (con arguments) should be
more influential than those concerning positive ones (pro
arguments). When they are considering allowing this
object, the reverse is likely to occur. The differential in-
fluence of these arguments can be reflected in a change in
their evaluation, in the ease of processing or memory for
positive versus negative information, as well as in the
pattern of eventual attitude change. From this perspective,
which can be called a descriptive valence account, we can
expect that when both pro and con arguments are pre-
sented, attitudes toward the object should change more in
the negative direction when the forbid frame is used and/
or more in the positive direction when the allow frame is
used. Moreover, because of the word “forbid” arousing
more excitement than the word “allow” (Wierzba et al.,
2015), as well as for the negativity effect, we can expect the
forbid frame to have a stronger ability to focus people on
negatives than the allow frame would have to focus them
on positives. As a result, we can expect that the absolute
amount of attitude change will be higher in the case of the
forbid frame than that of the allow frame.

Attitude-Consistent Versus Attitude-Inconsistent
Information
From another perspective, which can be called an evalu-
ative encoding account, it can be expected that forbid (vs.
allow) framing would mitigate the overall tendency to rely
mostly on arguments and information consistent with the
previous attitude (regardless of their descriptive valence).

Moreover, it can also mitigate the tendency to discredit
inconsistent arguments and/or the preferential treatment
of consistent ones, that is, it can reduce the biased pro-
cessing of information or arguments. This can result in
weakening of tendency to perceive or interpret presented
evidence as consistent or supportive of one’s previous
attitude. As a result, we can expect that when both ar-
guments consistent and inconsistent with previous attitude
are presented, and the forbid frame is used, attitudes
toward the object should change more in a direction op-
posite to the initial attitude. When the allow frame is used,
we can expect the attitude to remain unchanged or even to
slightly polarize in a more extreme direction consistent
with initial attitude (Kuhn & Lao, 1996; Lord et al., 1979).

However, it is also possible that forbid versus allow
framing affects attitude change in a more direct way,
where the mediating role of biased interpretation and/or
evaluation of arguments is unnecessary. If the forbid frame
is inducing some caution, the previous attitude can be
simply withdrawn or at least mitigated because of this
caution regardless of how this framing is affecting the
perception and evaluation of arguments.

Study Overview

In this study, we are reporting the results of the three
experiments (one preregistered) dealing with the conse-
quences of forbid versus allow framing on changing pre-
existing attitudes (toward different objects: GMOs,
euthanasia, and barbecuing in public places). First, in
Experiments 1–3, we have tested whether the forbid versus
allow framing leads to a decrease in the biased elaboration,
evaluation, and interpretation of presented arguments. In
Experiments 2 and 3, we have also verified whether the
forbid versus allow frames simply affects processing of con
versus pro arguments (descriptive valence account) or
whether the relationship of these arguments to the pre-
existing attitude is crucial (evaluative encoding account).
Next, we have tested whether forbid versus allow framing
results in a different pattern of attitude change and
whether this pattern is consistent with predictions of the
descriptive valence account or evaluative encoding ac-
count (Experiments 1–3). We have also tested whether this
attitude change is mediated by a decrease in the biased
processing, evaluation, and interpretation of presented
arguments (Experiments 2 and 3). Moreover, in Experi-
ments 1 and 3, we have also tested potential alternative
explanations for the proposed forbid/allow asymmetry in
persuasion.

For all experiments, we report how we determined our
sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations,
and all measures. The experimental procedures were
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approved by the Ethics Commission of SWPS University of
Social Sciences and Humanities.

Experiment 1

The primary aim of Experiment 1 was to test whether the
forbid versus allow framing affects susceptibility to the
persuasion of attitudes toward forbidding or allowing
barbecuing in public parks. Moreover, the arrangement of
this study also helped to determine whether an account
alternative to the ones mentioned above should be taken
into consideration. According to Sokolova and Krishna
(2016), the task-type effect can be explained by the de-
liberative processing account – they conclude that the
rejection frame led to more deliberative processing.
However, more deliberative processing (or elaboration, to
use the persuasion studies terminology) can be decom-
posed as two separate processes (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
First, the direction of processing may be affected, where
more deliberative elaboration results in a decrease in bi-
ased processing (this is, in fact, equal to what we called the
evaluative encoding account). Second, it can also be a
matter of increased extent of elaboration, where the
amount of elaboration is affected regardless of the di-
rection of this elaboration. In this experiment, we have
checked whether the forbid versus allow framing also
affects the extent of the processing.

Method

Participants and Design
A total sample of 151 participants (Mage = 23.05 years;
SD = 3.46; 97 women, 59.2%) were recruited to partic-
ipate in the experiment via social media (invitations to
participate were sent by email and posted on Facebook
pages and other social media). A larger sample size was
desired for this study; however, because our participants
were recruited from the student sample, data were
collected for as many participants as possible before the
end of the semester. All participants completed the
survey online and were not compensated. The partici-
pants were randomly assigned to a 2 (attitude question
framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (strength of arguments:
strong vs. weak) between-participant factorial design.
Participants evaluated the presented arguments, and the
change of their attitudes was assessed by the repeated
measures (attitudes toward the issue before vs. after the
message). A sensitivity analysis conducted with G*Power
(Faul et al., 2007) showed that our sample sufficed to
detect the effects of f = 0.23 with a power of 0.80 for a

between-subject ANOVA and f = 0.14 for a mixed-design
ANOVA.

Material and Procedure
The participants were first asked about their attitudes
toward various issues: forbidding cycling on the sidewalk,
allowingGMOcrops, requiring every dog to be walked on a
leash and aggressive breeds to wear also a muzzle, bar-
becuing in public parks, requiring drivers to use winter tires
between November and March, forbidding the use of
mobile phones in schools, and allowing the sale of home-
made alcohol. The only topic of interest in this studywas the
attitude toward barbecuing in public parks; all the other
topics were buffer questions. The participants were ran-
domly shown one of two versions of the question about
barbecuing in public parks: One group declared their atti-
tude toward forbidding it and the other declared their at-
titude toward allowing it. They declared their attitude
toward each issue on three 11-point items ranging from �5
(very strongly against this proposal; this is a very bad idea; this
should definitely not be introduced) to 5 (very strongly in favor
of this proposal; this is a very good idea; this should definitely be
introduced). The reliability of this scale regarding the atti-
tudes toward barbecuing in public parks was α = .98.
A pilot study (N = 26) indicated that the population from

which we planned to recruit the participants of Experiment
1 was dominated by the proponents of barbecuing in public
parks. For this reason, only those participants who were in
favor of barbecuing in public parks were recruited to
Experiment 1 (i.e., those who answered higher than 0 to
the question about allowing it and those who answered
lower than 0 to the question about forbidding it).
After the initial measurement of their attitudes, the

participants read a message containing only arguments
that were inconsistent with their attitude, that is, argu-
ments against barbecuing in public parks. One group read
a message containing strong arguments (e.g., “Barbecuing
in public places will result in these spaces getting more
litter”), and another group read a message containing
weak arguments (e.g., “Vegetarians, vegans, and other
persons who do not eat meat may feel excluded from the
public space”). Each version of the message contained
three arguments, and the strength of these arguments had
been tested in a pilot study (N = 25). The author of the
message, described as Professor Andrzej Goździcki,
President of the Polish City Planners Forum, explicitly
declared at the beginning and end of the message that he
was against barbecuing in parks owned by the city or
village and that in his opinion, public parks were not the
place for such entertainment as barbecuing.
Next, the participants used scales ranging from�5 to 5 to

assess the strength of the arguments in the message (very
unconvincing–very convincing, makes no sense–makes total
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sense, very weak–very strong, completely unimportant–very
important; α = 0.96) and the direction of the arguments
(strongly against barbecuing in public parks–strongly in favor of
barbecuing in public parks). Last, the participants again
declared their attitudes toward forbidding or allowing
barbecuing in public parks using the same scale as at the
beginning of the experiment (α = .98).

Results

Evaluation of Arguments
We submitted both the perceived location of arguments on
the against-for scale and the assessment of their strength to
a two-way ANOVA. The assessment of the direction of
arguments was not affected by the frame, argument
strength, or the interaction between these factors (Fs < 1).

As intended, the weak arguments were perceived as
weaker than the strong arguments (M =�0.52, SD= 2.89 and
M = 0.67, SD = 2.87, respectively; F(1, 147) = 6.44, p = .012,
ηp2 = .042). The assessments of the strength of the argu-
ments were not in any way affected by the frame (Fs < 1).

Attitude Change
The participants’ attitudes were recoded from attitudes
toward forbidding or allowing barbecuing in public parks
into an index of attitudes toward barbecuing in public
parks. We reversed the responses given by the participants
who had been asked about forbidding barbecuing in public
parks such that high values in both the forbid and allow
groups indicate amore positive attitude toward barbecuing
in public parks. Next, we conducted a 2 (attitude question
framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (strength of arguments:
strong vs. weak) × 2 (attitude measurement: before vs.
after the message) ANOVA (where the last factor was

within-participants). Here, as well as in the further ex-
periments, we report only the results directly related to our
predictions and to the influence of the forbid versus allow
frames. Due to the space limitations, we report the results
which are of secondary importance (i.e., the effects not
interacting with the frame) in the Electronic Supplemen-
tary Material, ESM 1.

We found a significant interaction between the frame
and the time of attitude measurement, F(1, 147) = 5.38,
p = .022, ηp2 = .035. As shown in Figure 1, before the
presentation of the message, participants in the forbid
(M = 3.31, SD = 1.46) and allow (M = 3.54, SD = 1.43) groups
had similar attitudes toward barbecuing in public parks
(F(1, 147) = 1.01, p = .317). After the presentation of the
counter-attitudinal message, attitudes in both the allow
(M = 2.92, SD = 2.48; F(1, 147) = 5.20, p = .024, ηp2 = .034)
and the forbid groups shifted significantly in a more
negative direction (M = 1.78, SD = 2.54; F(1, 147) = 29.66,
p < .001, ηp2 = .168). However, as a result of this shift, the
final attitudes were less positive in the forbid than allow
group (F(1, 147) = 7.83, p = .006, ηp2 = .051), which in-
dicates that the amount of change was higher within the
forbid than allow group. Finally, neither of the interactions
with the strength of arguments was significant (Fs < 1).

Discussion

Attitudes toward forbidding barbecuing in public parks
were more susceptible to persuasion than attitudes toward
allowing barbecuing in public parks. Moreover, we did not
find any difference in the initial attitudes between the
forbid and allow groups. In other words, the forbid/allow
asymmetry in persuasion worked even when the forbid/
allow effect known from the survey research did not occur.

Figure 1. Attitudes toward barbecuing in public
parks by frame condition and time of measure-
ment (Experiment 1).
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Although manipulating the strength of the arguments
proved to be effective, attitude change was independent
from the quality of the presented arguments. Thus, in this
experiment, we did not find any evidence that the forbid
versus allow framing leads to a different extent of elab-
oration (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). As a result, the differ-
ence in the scope of elaboration does not seem to be a
plausible explanation for the observed difference in atti-
tude change. It seems that it is the nature of this elabo-
ration that is crucial here. The pattern of results of
Experiment 1 is aligned with the overall prediction that the
forbid frame increases the influence of negatives. How-
ever, because participants’ preexisting attitudes were
unipolar and positive, the arguments we have presented
them were, at the same time, the con and the attitude-
inconsistent. For this reason, the results do not allow us to
indicate which of the accounts proposed (descriptive va-
lence or evaluative encoding) is a more valid explanation
of how forbid versus allow framing works. We will explore
this issue in the next two experiments.
Finally, we would also expect that framing should in-

fluence the perception or evaluation of the arguments
presented – an effect we did not find in this experiment. It
is possible that this effect is not detectable with such direct
measures as an evaluation of arguments. These processes
can manifest, for example, in the fluency of processing
different types of arguments, etc. It can also be detectable
by tracking thoughts generated by the participant when
they are thinking about forbidding versus allowing.
Moreover, here only one type of argument was presented
(con or inconsistent). It is possible that differences in
evaluations are easier to detect when both pro and con
(consistent and inconsistent) arguments are presented (see
Edwards & Smith, 1996; Lord et al., 1979). It should also be
stressed that framing effect can manifest itself in differ-
ential treatment of negative (con or inconsistent) or pos-
itive (pro or consistent) information, or both. In other
word, it can affect the perception or evaluation of one type
of information without affecting the perception or evalu-
ation of the other one. Moreover, the perception of which
type of information will be more strongly affected can be
the result of the initial views held by the participants. For
example, we can expect that for proponents, as the group
holding weaker attitudes and thus inclined to bolster these
attitudes, framing will primarily affect the perception of
arguments consistent with an attitude (see Bizer et al.,
2013, 2011; Clark & Wegener, 2013). It is possible, then,
that by measuring the evaluation of only con (inconsistent)

arguments, we simply missed the opportunity to catch
changes in the evaluation of arguments that are positive.
All the above considerations have been taken into account
in the following two experiments.

Experiment 2

In this experiment, we have investigated how the forbid
versus allow framing affects attitude change toward dif-
ferent objects – GMOs and euthanasia. These issues were
chosen due to the fact that they allow for a distinction
between two groups of participants: the opponents and the
proponents. The participants were presented with mes-
sages containing a set of arguments for and against GMOs
or euthanasia. This allows us to manipulate both encoding
of arguments (pro-con and consistent-inconsistent) or-
thogonally. Moreover, to capture eventual shifts in the
focus on negative versus positive arguments, we have used
the thought-listing technique.

Method

Participants and Design
A total sample of 175 participants (Mage = 35.03 years;
SD = 8.86; 96 women, 54.9%) were recruited to participate
in the experiment via social media. A larger sample size
was desired for this study; however, because our partici-
pants were recruited from the student sample, data were
collected for as many participants as possible before the
end of the semester. All participants completed the survey
online and were not compensated. They were randomly
assigned to a 2 (issue: GMOs vs. euthanasia) × 2 (attitude
question framing: forbid vs. allow) between-participant
factorial design. After the presentation of the message,
participants listed thoughts that came to their minds when
reading the message, and the change of their attitudes was
assessed by the repeated measurements (attitudes toward
the issue before vs. after the message). For an analytical
reason, based on the initial attitude scale, we divided
participants into two groups: proponents and opponents of
the discussed issue (details described later). Eleven par-
ticipants were excluded from further analysis due to being
identified as outliers with an extremely high attitude
change index (equal to a full range on the attitude scale).
Their exclusion does not affect the results substantially.2 A

2 For the full sample-based analyses, our crucial three-way interactions remained significant for both the valence of thoughts (F(1, 167) = 21.69,
p < .001, ηp2 = .115) and the change of attitudes (F(1, 167) = 15.64, p < .001, ηp2 = .086).
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sensitivity analysis conducted with G*Power (Faul et al.,
2007) showed that our final sample was sufficient for
detecting the effects of f = 0.15 with a power of 0.80 for a
mixed-design ANOVA.

Material and Procedure
The participants were randomly assigned one of two is-
sues: Half of the participants indicated their attitudes
toward GMO crops and read a message about GMOs, and
the other half indicated their attitudes toward euthanasia
and read a message about euthanasia. The initial mea-
surement of the participants’ attitudes toward GMOs or
euthanasia was placed between questions about other
attitudes: legalizing same-sex marriage, introducing the
death penalty, penalizing possession of marijuana, re-
moving religion classes from the school curriculum, and
building a nuclear power plant. The issue of interest in this
study was the question about GMOs or euthanasia; all
other topics were buffer questions.

The participants in the GMOs group were randomly
assigned one of two versions of the question about GMOs:
Half of the participants declared their attitudes toward
forbidding GMO crops and the other half declared their
attitudes toward allowing GMO crops. Similarly, the par-
ticipants in the euthanasia group were randomly assigned
one of two versions of the question about euthanasia: They
declared their attitudes toward either forbidding or al-
lowing euthanasia. The participants indicated their atti-
tudes toward each issue using an 11-point scale ranging
from �5 (strongly against) to 5 (strongly in favor). Because
the aim of the experiment was to measure the suscepti-
bility of attitudes to change, only those participants who
declared having an attitude toward the issue (responses
between �5 and �1 and between 1 and 5) proceeded with
the experiment.3

Next, the participants were informed that they will see a
message about one of the aforementioned issues, in their
case, the GMO crops (in one group) or euthanasia (in the
second group). Participants assigned to the GMO version
read a message with three pro arguments (e.g., “GMO
farming provides high yields of crops even with bad soil”)
and three con arguments about GMOs (e.g., “The long-
term effect of GMOs on human health is difficult to
predict”). Similarly, participants in the euthanasia group
read a message with arguments for (e.g., “A small number
of medical errors or inexplicable recuperations cannot

justify the inordinate amount of pain and suffering ex-
perienced by many other, terminally ill patients”) and
against euthanasia (e.g., “The wish to undergo assisted
suicide can be analogous to the wish to die caused by
depression, and can also be eliminated using the same
means as with other groups of patients with suicidal
thoughts”). All arguments had been tested in pilot studies
(N = 15 for GMOs andN = 37 for euthanasia). We only used
the arguments that the participants of the pilot studies
viewed as unambiguously for or against and did not differ
in terms of understandability and strength.

In both versions of themessage, the author (described as
an expert in the respective field) only provided arguments
for and against and did not state any opinion on thematter.
Arguments for and against were provided in two separate
paragraphs, preceded by the expressions “on the one
hand” and “on the other hand.” To control the effect of the
order of arguments, the paragraphs were randomly pre-
sented in the for-against or the against-for order. Pre-
liminary analyses showed that the effect of the forbid
versus allow framing was not affected by the order of
argument presentation; therefore, this factor was omitted
in the subsequent analyses.

Next, the participants described the thoughts that came
to their minds when reading the message. They were
instructed to spend up to two minutes listing a maximum
of 12 thoughts in separate boxes. Two judges, blind to the
conditions in which the thoughts were generated, coded
the thoughts as positive, negative, neutral, or irrelevant to
GMOs or euthanasia (depending on the group). All dis-
agreements were resolved through discussion.

Finally, the participants declared their attitudes toward
forbidding or allowing GMOs (or euthanasia) again using
the same scale as at the beginning of the experiment.

Results

To distinguish between effects supporting the descriptive
valance account or evaluative encoding account, we need
to include the valence of participants’ preexisting attitudes
in the analyses. For this reason, as well as for simplicity of
presentation, we recoded the participants’ attitudes from
attitudes toward forbidding or allowing GMOs or eutha-
nasia into a GMOs or euthanasia attitude index. The re-
sponses given by the participants who had been asked

3 Moreover, this experiment also tested the role of another variable that could be related to the effect of the frame on the susceptibility of
attitudes to persuasion, that is, attitude certainty (Bizer et al., 2011). Unfortunately, due to a programming error, the initial attitude certainty scale
was only administered in the euthanasia group. Since we have not found a significant influence of the forbid versus allow frame on this measure,
we skip the more detailed description of it.
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about forbidding GMOs or euthanasia were reversed such
that high values in both the forbid and allow groupsmean a
more positive attitude toward GMOs or euthanasia. Based
on this, we divided participants into two groups: the
proponents of the GMOs or euthanasia (N = 52) and the
opponents of the GMOs or euthanasia (N = 112).

Valence of Thoughts
Our object of interest here was the number of pro versus
con thoughts reported by participants related to the issue.
To control for individual differences in the total number of
thoughts reported, for each subject, we calculated ratios of
each category over the total number of issue-related
thoughts (pro, con, and neutral; Blankstein et al., 1989).
Next, we conducted a 2 (issue: GMOs vs. euthanasia) × 2
(attitude question framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (initial
attitude: pro vs. con) × 2 (thoughts reported: pro vs. con)
ANOVA (where the last factor was within-participants).
We found a significant interaction between the forbid

versus allow framing and the numbers of pro versus con
thoughts reported (F(1, 156) = 5.33, p = .022, ηp2 = .033). For
the forbid frame, the con thoughts prevailed over the pro
thoughts (M = 0.36, SD = 0.41 and M = 0.11, SD = 0.27,
respectively, F(1, 156) = 18.51, p < .001, ηp2 = .106). In the
allow frame condition, numbers of con and pro thoughts
were similar (M = 0.27, SD = 0.48 andM = 0.22, SD = 0.30,
respectively, F < 1). From the other side, pro thoughts were
more numerous for the allow frame than the forbid frame
(F(1, 156) = 6.40, p = .012, ηp2 = .039), but the quantity of
the con thoughts in the forbid frame was not significantly
higher than in the allow frame (F(1, 156) = 1.62, p = .205).
Overall, these results may suggest that processes predicted
by the descriptive valence account were working here to
some degree and that the participants were just more
prone to generate more negative thoughts for the forbid

frame and/or more positive thoughts for the allow frame.
However, even if the frame itself skewed the valence of
reported thoughts, this effect was modified by the pro-
cesses predicted by the evaluative encoding account.
Specifically, the frame and thoughts interaction was
qualified by a significant three-factor interaction between
the forbid versus allow framing, the number of pro versus
con thoughts, and the participants’ initial attitudes (F(1,
156) = 21.70, p < .001, ηp2 = .122).
As shown in Figure 2, in the allow frame condition,

thoughts consistent with initial attitudes prevailed over
inconsistent ones, for both proponents and opponents.
Specifically, when the allow frame was applied, the op-
ponents reported more con than pro thoughts (M = 0.45,
SD = 0.38 and M = 0.07, SD = 0.24, respectively, F(1,
156) = 45.35, p < .001, ηp2 = .225), while the proponents,
conversely, reported more pro than con thoughts (M = 0.37,
SD = 0.24 and M = 0.08, SD = 0.39, respectively, F(1,
156) = 6.49, p = .012, ηp2 = .040). However, this tendency
was mitigated (for the opponents) or even reversed (for the
proponents) when the forbid frame was applied. In the
forbid frame condition, the proponents reported more in-
consistent (con) than consistent (pro) thoughts (M = 0.42,
SD = 0.41 and M = 0.12, SD = 0.26, respectively, F(1,
156) = 12.40, p < .001, ηp2 = .074). The opponents still
reported more consistent (con) than inconsistent (pro)
thoughts (M = 0.29, SD = 0.39 and M = 0.10, SD = 0.25,
respectively, F(1, 156) = 6.26, p = .013, ηp2 = .039). However,
in the forbid condition, they reported less con (consistent)
thoughts than in the allow condition (F(1, 156) = 4.76,
p = .031, ηp2 = .030). The amount of pro (inconsistent)
thoughts reported by the opponents was similar for the
forbid and allow frames (F < 1). Thus, the forbid frame
decreased the generation of thoughts consistent with the
preexisting attitude and, to some extent, also increased the

Figure 2. Numbers of pro and con thoughts re-
ported as a function of initial attitude and the
framing condition (Experiment 2).
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generation of thoughts inconsistent with this attitude.
Overall, participants in the forbid group showed a less-
biased pattern of thoughts.

Attitude Change
To explore whether forbid versus allow framing affects
attitude change, we conducted a 2 (issue: GMOs vs.
euthanasia) × 2 (attitude question framing: forbid vs.
allow) × 2 (initial attitude: pro vs. con) × 2 (attitude
measurement: before vs. after the message) ANOVA
(where the last factor was within-participants). We found a
significant interaction between preexisting attitudes, the
time of measurement of attitudes, and the forbid versus
allow framing (see Figure 3; F(1, 156) = 5.14, p = .025,
ηp2 = .032). The opponents’ initial attitudes were similar in
the forbid and allow groups (M = �4.23, SD = 1.11 and
M = �4.50, SD = 1.09, respectively, F(1, 156) = 1.62,
p = .206). However, the proponents’ reported more pos-
itive initial attitudes in the forbid than allow group
(M = 3.84, SD = 1.16 andM = 2.76, SD = 1.09, respectively,
F(1, 156) = 10.91, p = .001, ηp2 = .065). In other words, in
the last case (and only in this case), the forbid/allow
asymmetry known from the research on the survey
questions was found (see Hippler & Schwarz, 1986). What
is more important, attitudes changed significantly only in
the forbid frame groups. The opponents’ attitudes shifted
after the message in a positive direction when the forbid
frame was applied (F(1, 156) = 15.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .091)
but remained unchanged in the allow frame condition (F(1,
156) = 2.53, p = .114). Similarly, the proponents’ attitudes
moved in a negative direction within the forbid frame
group (F(1, 156) = 9.17, p = .003, ηp2 = .056) but remained
at the initial level within the allow frame group (F < 1). As a
result of these shifts, the opponents’ final attitudes were

less negative in the forbid than allow group (M = �3.06,
SD = 2.30 and M = �4.14, SD = 2.25, respectively, F(1,
156) = 5.87, p = .017, ηp2 = .036). The proponents’ final
attitudes were similar in the forbid and allow groups
(M = 2.78, SD = 2.40 andM = 2.45, SD = 2.26, respectively,
F < 1), but note that this was a consequence of the sig-
nificant differences in the initial attitudes of this group of
participants.

Mediational Analysis
To check whether the effect of forbid versus allow framing
on attitude change is mediated by the decrease in biased
elaboration, we used PROCESS model 4 (Hayes, 2018;
with allow frame coded as 0, forbid frame coded as 1,
continuous variables that define products mean centered,
and CIs estimated using 5,000 bootstrapping samples).
The overall consistency of each participant’s thoughts with
their initial attitude was indexed by subtracting the
number of thoughts inconsistent from the number of
the consistent ones and dividing this difference by the
total number of issue-related thoughts. Thus, a high score
indicated a dominance of thoughts that were consis-
tent with a participant’s initial attitude, or – to speak
differently – thoughts more biased by the preexisting at-
titude. An attitude change index was created by sub-
tracting the attitudes at Time 1 from the attitudes at Time 2
for participants with initially unfavorable attitudes and
subtracting the attitudes at Time 2 from the attitudes at
Time 1 for participants with initially favorable attitudes. As
a result, positive scores indicated a change in the opposite
direction from a participant’s initial attitude (cf. Taber
et al., 2009).

The forbid frame led to less biased thoughts, b = �0.37,
SE = 0.08, t(162) =�4.69, p < .001. Decreasing the bias of

Figure 3. Before versus after the message atti-
tudes as a function of initial attitude and framing
condition (Experiment 2).
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thoughts was associated with higher attitude change,
b = �0.73, SE = 0.29, t(161) = �2.55, p = .012. The direct
effect of a frame on attitude change was not significant,
b = 0.41, SE = 0.31, p = .182. More importantly, the effect of
the forbid versus allow frame on attitude change was fully
mediated by the thought consistency index, effect = 0.27,
boot SE = 0.12, 95% CI [0.06, 0.55].

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 confirm that attitudes are
more susceptible to change when the forbid frame is used
than when the allow frame is used. Specifically, the forbid
frame led to attitude change in the direction opposite to
the initial attitude (which confirms the predictions of the
evaluative encoding account), not in the direction of a
more negative attitude (as the descriptive valence account
predicts). Moreover, the change was induced solely by
presenting a set of arguments for and against GMOs or
euthanasia to the participants, with no clear favoring of
either viewpoint. We can assume, then, that this change
reflects the focus of participants on different types of
arguments. Analyses of the thoughts generated by par-
ticipants seem to confirm this assumption – the forbid
frame decreased the generation of thoughts consistent
with the preexisting attitude and to some extent also in-
creased the generation of thoughts inconsistent with this
attitude. Thus, the forbid frame may decrease the biased
elaboration of the presented information (Edwards &
Smith, 1996; Taber et al., 2009) and the tendency to
confirm preexisting attitudes, or even to lead to a greater
acceptance of information that is inconsistent with the
initial attitudes.

Experiment 3

The aim of Experiment 3 was to replicate the results con-
cerning the impact of the forbid versus allow frame on
attitude change and biased processing of information.
Moreover, this time we have checked whether framing can
affect not only focus on the specific arguments but also how
they are evaluated and interpreted. We have also admin-
istered some auxiliary measures, which can help to specify
the exact nature of the forbid/allow asymmetry in per-
suasion. Primarily, we have measured associations evoked
by the words “forbid” and “allow” (Wierzba et al., 2015).
Furthermore, a series of other measures was administered
to check for possible alternative explanations and ante-
cedents of the forbid/allow asymmetry in persuasion (e.g.,
attitude certainty, perceived risk, psychological distance).

Because none of these variables proved to serve as a reliable
alternative explanation of the results obtained, and due to
space limitations, we present the rationale behind all of
them and their description and results in ESM 1. This study
was preregistered at https://aspredicted.org/2c56v.pdf.

Method

Participants and Design
A sample of 329 participants (Mage = 23.01 years;
SD = 5.08; 266 women, 78.9%) were recruited to partic-
ipate in the experiment via four Polish university mailing
lists and social media. All participants completed the
survey online and were not compensated. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups
using the forbid or the allow frames. Next, pro and con
arguments were presented and participants were asked to
evaluate each argument using the scales provided.
Moreover, initial and final attitudes were measured to
assess the attitude change. Basing on the initial attitude
scale, participants were divided into two groups: propo-
nents and opponents of the discussed issue (details de-
scribed later). A sensitivity analysis conducted with
G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) showed that the final sample
was sufficient for detecting the effects of f = 0.09 with a
power of 0.80 for a mixed-design ANOVA.

Material and Procedure
At the beginning of the study, the participants declared
their attitudes toward forbidding or allowing GMOs using
an 11-point scale ranging from �5 (strongly against) to 5
(strongly in favor). Because the aim of the experiment was
to measure the susceptibility of attitudes to change, only
those participants who declared having an attitude toward
the issue (responses between �5 and �1 and between 1
and 5) proceeded with the experiment. Based on this
question, similar to Experiment 2, we divided participants
into two groups: the proponents of GMOs (N = 188) and the
opponents of GMOs (N = 141). Next, a battery of auxiliary
measures was administered (see ESM 1).
After finishing answering the auxiliary measures, par-

ticipants were informed that their task would be to indicate
whether GMO crops should be allowed (in one group) or
whether they should be forbidden (in the second group),
and that to make their task easier, they would be shown
several arguments about GMOs. Next, three pro and three
con GMOs arguments were presented in random order
(the arguments were the same as in Experiment 2). The
participants answered questions concerning each argu-
ment’s interpretation (against GMOs–for GMOs) and eval-
uation (unpersuasive–persuasive), scales ranging from �5 to
5. Overall indices of interpretation and evaluation of the
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pro and con arguments were created. Specifically, the
assessments of all three pro arguments were averaged for
interpretation (α = .86) and evaluation (α = .76) scales. A
similar procedure was followed for the assessments of the
three con arguments (interpretation index α = .83 and
evaluation index α = .64).

Next, associationswith thewords “allow” (in the first group)
and “forbid” (in the second group) were assessed. Participants
indicated their associations using a series of bipolar adjective
scales (ranging from �5 to 5). Associations with blocking the
action and goals were indexed by averaging answers on the
following scales: difficulty–facilitation, obstacle–incentive,
stopping action–continuing action, limitation–increase of
available options, discord–consent (α = .94). To index
associations with cautiousness and consideration of costs,
answers on six scales were averaged: caution–confidence,
danger–safety, prevention–encouragement, receding–approach-
ing, loss–gain, penalty–reward (α = .87).

Finally, the participants again declared their attitudes
toward forbidding or allowing GMOs using the same scale
as at the beginning of the experiment.

Results

Forbid Versus Allow Associations
Our analyses confirm that the word “forbid” brings up
associations related to blocking an action and goals
(M = �3.24, SD = 1.64), while the word “allow” is instead
connected with the smooth continuation of an action and
the realization of a goal (M = 2.52, SD = 1.62, t(327) = 31.98,
p < .001, d = 3.535). Moreover, while the word “forbid” is
associated with caution and consideration of costs
(M =�2.65, SD = 1.47), the word “allow” is related to safety
and orientation about gains (M = 1.75, SD = 1.50,
t(327) = 26.78, p < .001, d = 2.961).

Interpretation of Arguments
One consequence of biased elaboration can be the ten-
dency to perceive the direction of presented arguments or
information as skewed in the direction of a preexisting
attitude (cf. Houston & Fazio, 1989; Kunda, 1990). For
example, pro arguments can be perceived as more pro by
proponents, but in the eyes of the opponents, the same
arguments may not support the pro stance so much. To
check whether the forbid versus allow framing affects the
perceived direction of an argument, we conducted a 2
(attitude question framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (initial
attitude: pro vs. con) × 2 (arguments: pro vs. con) ANOVA,
where the last factor was within-participants and the de-
pendent variable was the assessment of arguments on the
against GMOs–for GMOs scales.

None of the interactions with the framing and the type
of arguments were significant. However, rather than
differences in the perception of the pro and con argu-
ments, we are interested in whether framing mitigates
the overall tendency to interpret arguments or infor-
mation as confirming a preexisting point of view. Overall,
the proponents’ perception of all presented arguments
was skewed in the direction for GMOs (M = 0.20,
SD = 0.99), and the opponents perceived the same ar-
guments as speaking rather against GMOs (M = �0.29,
SD = 0.98, F(1, 325) = 20.68, p < .001, ηp2 = .060). This
tendency to perceive the arguments in accordance with
one’s point of view was lowered in the forbid frame
condition (see Figure 4; F(1, 325) = 9.50, p = .002,
ηp2 = .028). Specifically, the opponents assessed the
presented arguments as less anti-GMOs in the forbid
condition than they did in the allow condition (M =�0.13,
SD = 0.98 and M = �0.46, SD = 0.98, respectively, F(1,
325) = 4.10, p = .044, ηp2 = .012). The proponents assessed
the presented arguments as less for GMOs when the
forbid rather than allow frame was applied (M = 0.03,

Figure 4. The perceived direction of arguments as
a function of initial attitude and framing condition
(Experiment 3).
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SD = 0.97 and M = 0.38, SD = 0.98, respectively, F(1,
325) = 5.60, p = .019, ηp2 = .017).

Evaluation of Arguments
To check whether forbid versus allow framing affects the
evaluation of an argument, we conducted a 2 (attitude
question framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (initial attitude: pro
vs. con) × 2 (arguments: pro vs. con) ANOVA, where the
last factor was within-participants and the dependent
variable was the assessment of arguments on the un-
persuasive–persuasive scales. We found a significant inter-
action between the type of arguments, the initial attitude,
and the framing (see Figure 5; F(1, 325) = 5.01, p = .026,
ηp2 = .015). Framing did not affect the evaluation of the con
arguments. The proponents of GMOs evaluated these
arguments as equally unpersuasive in the forbid and allow
conditions (M = 1.24, SD = 2.05 and M = 1.36, SD = 2.05,

respectively, F < 1). The opponents of the GMOs assessed
the persuasiveness of these arguments as similarly high
when the forbid versus allow frames were used (M = 2.46,
SD = 2.05 and M = 2.54, SD = 2.05, respectively, F < 1).
However, the forbid versus allow framing affected the
evaluation of pro GMOs arguments. Specifically, the pro-
ponents evaluated the pro (attitude consistent) arguments
as less persuasive in the forbid than allow condition
(M = 2.87, SD = 1.74 and M = 3.38, SD = 1.74, respectively,
F(1, 325) = 3.99, p = .047, ηp2 = .012). The reverse was true for
the opponents – they assessed the pro (attitude inconsistent)
arguments as more persuasive when the forbid frame was
used rather than allow (M = 2.10, SD = 1.74 and M = 1.32,
SD = 1.74, respectively, F(1, 325) = 7.15, p = .008, ηp2 = .022).
As a result, the overall tendency toward a preferential

evaluation of arguments consistent versus inconsistent with
preexisting attitudes (measured as the difference between

Figure 5. The assessment of the persuasiveness
of con and pro arguments as a function of initial
attitude and framing condition (Experiment 3).

Figure 6. Attitudes before versus after the ex-
periment as a function of initial attitude and
framing condition (Experiment 3).
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the evaluation of consistent and inconsistent arguments)
was lower in the forbid than allow frame (M = 0.99,
SD = 2.50 and M = 1.62, SD = 2.56, respectively, F(1,
325) = 5.01, p = .026, ηp2 = .015).

Attitude Change
Similar to Experiment 2, we recoded the participants’
attitudes from attitudes toward forbidding or allowing
GMOs into a GMOs attitude index. The responses given by
the participants who had been asked about forbidding
GMOs were reversed such that high values in both the
forbid and allow groups mean a more positive attitude
toward GMOs. To explore whether the forbid versus allow
framing affects attitude change, we conducted a 2 (attitude
question framing: forbid vs. allow) × 2 (initial attitude: pro vs.
con) × 2 (attitudemeasurement: before vs. after themessage)
ANOVA (where the last factor was within-participants).

We found a significant interaction between preexisting
attitudes, the time of measurement, and the forbid versus
allow framing (see Figure 6; F(1, 325) = 14.76, p < .001,
ηp2 = .043). The opponents’ initial attitudes were similar in
the forbid and allow groups (M = �3.31, SD = 1.22 and
M =�3.30, SD = 1.22, respectively, F < 1). The same was true
for the proponents – their initial attitudes were similar in the
forbid and allow groups (M = 3.38, SD = 1.22 and M = 3.61,
SD = 1.22, respectively, F(1, 325) = 1.71, p = .192). The op-
ponents’ attitudes shifted after the presentation of argu-
ments in a positive direction, both when the forbid frame
(F(1, 325) = 56.79, p < .001, ηp2 = .149) and the allow frame
were applied (F(1, 325) = 10.93, p = .001, ηp2 = .033). Sim-
ilarly, the proponents’ attitudes moved in a negative direc-
tion both within the forbid frame group (F(1, 325) = 35.49,
p < .001, ηp2 = .098) and the allow frame group (F(1,
325) = 9.46, p = .002, ηp2 = .028). However, as a result of
these shifts, the opponents’ final attitudes were less negative
in the forbid than allow group (M = �1.14, SD = 2.61 and
M =�2.33, SD = 2.61, respectively, F(1, 325) = 7.41, p = .007,
ηp2 = .022). Analogically, the proponents’ final attitudes were
less positive in the forbid than allow group (M = 1.75,
SD = 2.61 and M = 2.89, SD = 2.61, respectively,
F(1, 325) = 8.78, p = .003, ηp2 = .026). Thus, although attitudes
changed significantly in both the allow and forbid groups, the
change was higher when the forbid frame was applied.

Mediational Analysis
To check whether the effect of the forbid versus allow
framing on attitude change is mediated by the decrease in
biased interpretation and/or biased evaluation of arguments,
we ran a mediation analysis. Attitude change was indexed by
subtracting the attitudes at Time 1 from the attitudes at Time
2 for participants with initially unfavorable attitudes and
subtracting the attitudes at Time 2 from the attitudes at Time
1 for participants with initially favorable attitudes. As a result,

positive scores indicated a change in the opposite direction
from a participant’s initial attitude. To create an index of the
biased perception of arguments, we reversed the opponents’
assessments of the direction of the arguments such that high
results mean the arguments are perceived as consistent with
the initial attitude. The biased evaluation of arguments was
indexed by subtracting the evaluation of arguments incon-
sistent with the participant’s initial attitude from the evalu-
ation of consistent ones. As a result, positive scores indicated
that arguments consistent with initial attitudes were evalu-
ated as more persuasive than inconsistent ones.

We used PROCESS model 4 (Hayes, 2018), with biased
interpretation and the biased evaluation of the arguments
serving as two mediators (allow frame coded as 0, forbid
frame coded as 1, continuous variables that define products
mean centered, and CIs estimated using 5,000 boot-
strapping samples). The forbid frame led to a less-biased
interpretation of the arguments, b = �0.33, SE = 0.11,
t(327) =�3.06, p= .002, aswell as a less-biased evaluation of
them, b = �0.68, SE = 0.28, t(327) = �2.42, p = .016. The
decreased bias in the interpretation of the arguments was
associated with higher attitude change, b =�0.49, SE = 0.13,
t(325) =�3.67, p < .001. The samewas true for the decreased
bias in evaluation, b = �0.27, SE = 0.05, t(325) = �5.34,
p < .001. The direct effect of the frame on attitude change
was significant, b = 0.71, SE = 0.25, t(325) = 2.81, p = .005.
However, more importantly, the effect of the forbid versus
allow frame on attitude change was mediated by both the
biased interpretation index, effect = 0.16, boot SE = 0.07,
95% CI [0.05, 0.33], and the biased evaluation index, ef-
fect = 0.19, boot SE = 0.08, 95% CI [0.04, 0.37].

Discussion

Overall, the pattern of results in this study confirms the
predictions of the evaluative encoding account. First, the
interpretation of arguments, regardless of whether they
were pro or con, was less biased in the forbid than allow
frame – results not predicted by the descriptive valence
account. Second, the pattern of results for the assessment
of arguments’ persuasiveness also seems to indicate that
the consistency versus inconsistency of arguments with
initial attitude was crucial here. For the proponents of
GMOs, the forbid frame mitigated the tendency toward a
higher evaluation of arguments consistent with attitudes.
For the opponents, the forbid frame reduced the tendency
toward a low evaluation of arguments inconsistent with
attitudes (we will come back to this asymmetry between
proponents and opponents in the general discussion).
Despite these shifts in evaluation not concerning both
types of arguments, they still led to an overall decrease in
the biased evaluation of the information presented.
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Finally, decreased bias in the interpretation and evaluation
of arguments seems at least a partial reason for the greater
susceptibility to change of attitudes within the forbid
versus allow frame.

General Discussion

In three experiments (one preregistered), we showed that
the forbid/allow asymmetry affects the effectiveness of
persuasion and may impact public discourse. Asking citi-
zens about forbidding GMOs, rather than allowing GMOs,
may not only yield different survey results (e.g., Chessa &
Holleman, 2007; Hippler & Schwarz, 1986), but it may also
increase citizens’ susceptibility to persuasion. As the results
of our experiments show, the forbid frame (compared with
the allow frame) reduced the impact of initial attitudes on
the direction of processing and evaluating the presented
information. As a result, the forbid frame caused people to
defend the arguments or thoughts consistent with preex-
isting attitudes less strongly and/or less strongly discredit
the inconsistent ones. Specifically, the forbid frame de-
creases the tendency for generating thoughts prevailingly
consistent with participants’ initial attitudes (Experiment 2).
Moreover, when compared to the allow frame, the forbid
frame also reduces bias in the evaluation and interpretation
of the presented arguments and yields more similar as-
sessments of arguments that are consistent and inconsistent
with initial attitudes (Experiment 3). This contributes to a
relative increase in the influence of inconsistent arguments
on final attitude. This, in turn, led to a change of attitude in
the direction opposite to the initial attitude. Overall, atti-
tudes are more susceptible to change within the forbid
frame than within the allow frame (Experiments 1–3).
These results indicate the existence of new, previously

undescribed effects. The forbid versus allow framing
seems to be more than simply choosing between two al-
ternative and compatible formulations of an issue. It can
be very impactful in the case of prereferendum campaigns
or in the case of campaigns aimed at changing social at-
titudes. Inducing people to think about forbidding (instead
of allowing) some object, for example, GMOor euthanasia,
leads them to process the information more objectively
and can result in attitude change.

Limitations and Further Research

Our results can also shed some light on the potential
limitations of the effect described. Further research could

help to specify the conditions in which the forbid versus
allow framing works as well as to describe the exact
mechanism of its influence.

Issue Importance and Scope of Elaboration
First, it should be noted that the issues used in Experiments 2
and 3 were fairly relevant to the participants (GMOs and
euthanasia). Our two other supplementary studies asked the
participants about how relevant these topics were to them
(the participants assessed the topics on scales ranging
from �5 to 5, i.e., completely irrelevant–very relevant). The
results show that both GMOs (M = 2.00, SD = 2.62, N = 251)
and euthanasia (M = 2.79, SD = 2.29,N = 104) were assessed
as fairly important. This suggests the possibility that to initiate
the process described in the evaluative encoding account, not
only is the preexisting attitude necessary, but this attitude
should also be important or relevant enough to motivate the
biased processing of arguments (the processing, perception,
and evaluation of information inconsistent vs. consistent with
initial attitudes). In the case of less important attitudes, or
when the object is novel and previous attitudes do not exist,
the predictions of the descriptive valence account could be
more applicable and forbid versus allow framing may simply
change the influence of positive (pro) versus negative (con)
information. Moreover, in this case, attitude change can
also be the simple result of vigilance – people can withdraw
their initial assessments without considering the available
information at all.
Furthermore, research on valence framing shows it is

limited to situations of high cognitive elaboration: Dif-
ferences in the strength of positively and negatively
framed attitudes disappear when attitudes are of low
relevance or when the participants are under cognitive
load (Bizer et al., 2013). Similarly, the focus on preference-
consistent information in a choice task and on preference-
inconsistent information in a rejection task is eliminated or
even reversed when the information is processed under
cognitive load (Laran & Wilcox, 2011). Our study involved
no factors that could have led to cognitive load. The initial
level of motivation for elaboration was also not manipu-
lated. However, the aforementioned results of the sup-
plementary studies suggest that the issues used in
Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 were relevant enough to
motivate participants to process the information. With the
issue used in Experiment 1, it should be noted that par-
ticipants were informed at the beginning of the study that
the issues they would be presented with could concern
their neighborhoods, which may have increased the initial
scope of processing (Petty &Cacioppo, 1986). Therefore, it
is possible that, similar to the valence framing effect and
the task-type effect, the precise mechanism behind the
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forbid versus allow effect or even the existence of this
effect is related to participants’ motivation or ability to
process.4

Attitude Strength
Second, it is also worth noting that we found some
asymmetry between the evaluations by proponents and
opponents. In Experiment 2, the forbid frame affected both
the consistent and inconsistent thoughts for the propo-
nents only. Specifically, the forbid frame led these par-
ticipants to generate less consistent and more inconsistent
thoughts. For the opponents, we found only a forbid frame-
related decrease in the generation of thoughts consistent
with the initial attitude. This asymmetry may be explained
with the help of the previous research, which showed that
the attitudes of opponents are more resistant and stronger
than the attitudes of proponents (Bizer & Petty, 2005;
Bizer et al., 2011, 2013). Switching the focus of less re-
sistant participants from the arguments consistent to in-
consistent may be relatively easy. However, when
participants are more resistant, undermining what they
accept may be easier than making them think the way that
they initially opposed (see Clark & Wegener, 2013). Fur-
thermore, in Experiment 3, the forbid frame affected
(decreased) the evaluation of arguments consistent with
the attitudes of the proponents, while for the opponents
the evaluation of inconsistent ones was changed (in-
creased). This asymmetry could be explained by the dif-
ferent motives prevailing within the proponents and
opponents. The proponents may be more inclined to
bolster their attitudes, that is, to look for information
confirming them. The opponents may be oriented toward
defending their attitude, which can be achieved by at-
tacking information inconsistent with this attitude (Clark
& Wegener, 2013). Thus, it seems that for both the pro-
ponents and the opponents, the forbid frame decreased
the predominant motivation. As motives involving bol-
stering are more probable for relatively weak attitudes,
and defense motives for relatively strong ones, these re-
sults suggest that the attitudes of proponents were weaker
than the attitudes of opponents, which once again seems to
be in accord with Bizer and Petty’s results (2005; see also
Bizer et al., 2011, 2013). Overall, this asymmetry indicates
that the frame is not the only factor affecting the influence
of different types of arguments. Factors such as strength of
initial attitude may be important here – frame and the

attitude strength may conjointly shape the processing of
arguments and scope and direction of attitude change.

Moreover, forbid versus allow framing can also be con-
sequential for attitude strength. In two of our studies (see
footnote 3 and ESM 1), we did not find evidence that the
forbid versus allow asymmetry (we found for other mea-
sures) is mediated by the frame-related shift in the certainty
of initial attitudes. In fact, participants answered questions
about forbidding versus allowing an object with a similar
level of certainty. However, it does not mean that forbid
versus allow framing has no consequences for the attitude
certainty at all. We measured certainty of attitudes at the
beginning of the study, just after the initial question about
attitude toward forbidding versus allowing, when no other
attitude object-related information was presented. Thus,
subtle difference in the initial framing of the situation
(asking about forbidding vs. allowing) can be not enough to
change the certainty of attitudes. In other studies, where
impact of different frames on attitude certainty was found,
the certaintymeasurewas applied after participants have an
occasion to process some attitude object-related informa-
tion (Bizer et al., 2013, 2011; Rucker et al., 2008). It is
possible, then, that forbid versus allow framing can affect
the certainty of attitudes at later stages of persuasion
process when people encounter some argumentation and
when they start thinking about the object of persuasion.

Furthermore, basing on the other research findings, we
can even expect that frame can affect attitude change via
two separate routes: affecting consistency of the thoughts
with initial attitude and affecting the confidence of these
thoughts (Clarkson et al., 2011). Since we have found that
forbid versus allow framing differently affects processing
and evaluation of thoughts consistent versus inconsistent
with initial attitude, especially interesting would be
checking how these frames affect the certainty of these
two types of thoughts. As Clarkson et al. (2013) showed,
attitude-consistent thought confidence and attitude-
inconsistent thought confidence can play an indepen-
dent role in mediating attitude change (see also Koniak &
Cwalina, 2020).

Object of Attitude
Finally, it is also worth taking into account the other
characteristics of the object of an attitude. This study
tested how the forbid versus allow frame affected the
susceptibility of attitudes toward GMOs, euthanasia, and

4 Although it should be noted that research on risky choice framing found exactly opposite effect, the way in which a decision was framed had a
weaker influence among people for whom the issue was more relevant (McElroy & Seta, 2003). This discrepancy between the role of the
relevance in the attribute framing and the risky choice framing research may confirm that these are distinctive types of framing and that the
effects found for the one type of framing cannot be easily extrapolated on the second type of framing (Levin et al., 1998).
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barbecuing in public parks to persuasion. It seems that, at
least in Poland, where this study took place, the population
is mostly unfamiliar with the legal status of these issues;
neither GMOs nor euthanasia is persistently associated
with the status of a forbidden or allowed object (CBOS,
2013; Szadowska-Szlachetka et al., 2019). Familiarity with
the legal regulations concerning barbecuing in public
places is also uncommon; moreover, the issue itself is not
specifically regulated. With such indeterminate objects,
both the forbid and the allow frames can easily be used.
Asking about forbidding GMOs or euthanasia comes as
naturally as asking about allowing them. However, the
forbid versus allow asymmetry in persuasion may be re-
duced if the status of an object is commonly known. For
instance, in Poland, asking respondents about allowing
marijuana (which is currently an illegal substance) may
seem more natural than asking about forbidding it (as the
ban is currently in effect). Moreover, the actual status of
the object, whether it is forbidden or allowed, or rather
how this status is perceived by people, can be an important
mediator of the effect. For the objects already allowed,
when people know that they are free to use these objects,
asking about forbidding them can rather rise a reactance
than create an opportunity for the less-biased processing of
object-related information (cf. Koniak & Cwalina, 2020).
This would suggest that for such objects, the forbid frame
could even lead to a polarization of attitudes. However,
this effect could probably be modified depending on
whether the proposed ban or restriction would be seen as
an absolute (i.e., complete, certain, or permanent) or
nonabsolute (i.e., incomplete, uncertain, or temporally or
spatially limited; see Laurin et al., 2012).
Another possibly important factor is how an issue is

discussed in the public space. For example, most re-
spondents have likely an established attitude toward
GMOs, an attitude that will translate into their attitude
toward forbidding or allowing GMOs (Aerni et al., 2011;
Rzymski & Królczyk, 2016). However, certain issues are
immediately discussed with either frame, as with the ban
on trading on Sundays in Poland (Sierpińska, 2007). The
object of attitudes in this case was more likely forbidding
trading on Sundays, rather than trading on Sundays. It is
possible that an increased susceptibility of attitudes to
change did not occur in response to this ban.

Relation to Other Research

Finally, some notes should be made about the relationship
of our results to other studies. First, our results could be
seen as contradicting those obtained by Bizer and Petty
(2005), where negative framing resulted in attitudes more
resistant to change.We believe that this is only an apparent

inconsistency. Note that in the case of the valence framing
described by Bizer and Petty (2005), the frame changed
the valence of attitude, that is, it led people to think about
themselves as opponents versus proponents. If a person is
to choose between two options, one they like and one they
do not (e.g., between liked candidate A and disliked
candidate B), the attitude is framed positively by asking the
person about their attitude toward the option they like. For
example, a person asked what she thought of liked can-
didate A being elected would indicate that she supports
this result. To frame the attitude negatively, the person
needs to be asked about the attitude toward the option she
dislikes (e.g., a person asked what she thought of disliked
candidate B being elected would indicate that she opposes
this result). In other words, in the case of the valence
framing, frame concerns the attitude of the person and
affects how people “conceptualize their own preferences”
(Bizer et al., 2011, p. 64). However, in case of the forbid
versus allow framing, as well as in case of the task-type
effect and the attribute framing generally, framing does
not determine the valence of attitudes. The forbid frame
does not necessarily lead to negative attitudes, and the
allow frame does not necessarily lead to positive attitudes.
These frames concern the attitude object and change the
way the object is perceived and evaluated.
It is possible, then, that framing primarily impacts pro-

cessing, evaluation, or weighting a framed subject-related
information. In the case of an attitude framing, frame
changes the way this attitude is weighted, how it affects the
persuasion process, etc. In the case of framing of an object
of attitude, frame changes how the characteristics of the
object or object-related information are used, etc. As a
result, in the case of an attitude framing, the attitudes seen
as negative are more impactful on later evaluation, cog-
nition, and behavior than positive attitudes are. In the case
of framing of an attitude object, the negative frame increase
impact of negative information concerned the object (as the
arguments inconsistentwith one’s attitude can be seen from
the point of view of the evaluative encoding account). It
could be said, then, that negative frame in the case of both
the valence framing and the forbid versus allow framing
results in an increase in the influence of negative infor-
mation. What is changing is whether these are primarily an
attitude itself or an attitude object-related information.
Moreover, the effects connected with these two cases of

framing can work simultaneously toward shaping final
attitudes. We could expect that even with the forbid frame,
the opponents should still be less susceptible to attitude
change than the proponents. We have not found such
asymmetry in our research, but the valence of initial at-
titude was not systematically manipulated here. However,
as we mentioned earlier, some of our results confirm that
the attitudes held by the opponents were stronger than the
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proponents’ attitudes, which is in accord with Bizer and
Petty’s findings (2005; see also Bizer et al., 2011, 2013).

Second, our results can shed some light on the potential
mediators of the forbid/allow asymmetry known from the
studies concerning the effect of forbid versus allow questions
on answers in surveys (e.g., Chessa & Holleman, 2007;
Hippler & Schwarz, 1986). In these survey research, partic-
ipants usually answer the question relying only on their own
attitudes. No additional information about the surveyed issue
is provided for them. Our results suggest that providing
participants with additional information about the surveyed
issue should lower the extremity of the answers when the
question about forbidding an object is answered. However, to
our knowledge, this possibility has not been studied so far. It is
thus a potential area for future research. It should also be
noted that in our research, we found only one case of the
forbid/allow asymmetry for the initial measurement of atti-
tudes. The initialmeasurement of attitudes is a case similar to
how this asymmetry was studied in the survey research. This
result confirms that the forbid/allow asymmetry in survey
answers is a quite elusive phenomenon (Holleman, 1999).

Third, our studies, especially Experiment 2 and Ex-
periment 3, can be treated as an extension of research on
attitude polarization. Some of the previous research found
that when people are confronted with mixed evidence on
some issue, their attitudes toward this issue tend to po-
larize (Lord et al., 1979). However, other studies found that
this effect is not a very frequent phenomenon (Kuhn &
Lao, 1996), and in some cases, attitudes can even depo-
larize (Miller et al., 1993). Stimuli materials presented to
our participants in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 were in
fact a case of mixed evidence – a set of pro and con ar-
guments without clear support for any of them. What we
have found is in fact an attitude depolarization. Thus, our
findings can add something to the understanding of the
determinants of the phenomenon of attitude polarization
versus depolarization. Specifically, the results showed in
what conditions attitudes are prone to depolarization. It is
possible that the forbid frame is a relatively easy way to
make people consider the opposite, the strategy that was
proven to be effective in reducing the biased evaluation of
evidence and in preventing attitude polarization (Lord
et al., 1984). This could be an important finding nowa-
days, when the growing polarization of attitudes in society
is a serious problem. It looks like one way of depolarizing
attitudes is to make people think about what should be or
should not be forbidden, rather than making them think
about what should be or should not be allowed.

Finally, we believe that the results obtained here are a
consequence of the ability of the word “forbid” to induce
some specific state where caution is evoked and previous
actions or goals are reassessed. Some similarities between
this state and the prevention focus can be observed (Higgins,

1998). This suggests the possibility that forbid versus allow
frames are able to induce the prevention versus promotion
focus. This, in turn, leads to the hypothesis that persuasive
consequences of the prevention versus promotion focus are
similar to those induced by the forbid versus allow framing.
It is possible that the prevention (vs. promotion) focus leads
people to process information more objectively and can
result in attitude change. Similarly, Clark and Wegener
(2013) suggested that a promotion orientation can lead to
enhanced processing of proattitudinal information and
prevention orientation can lead to enhanced processing of
counterattitudinal ones. To our knowledge, this aspect of
regulatory focus has not yet been studied empirically. It
seems to be a promising area for future research. The
practical importance of this new possibility is much larger
than the present one stemming from our research.

Electronic Supplementary Materials

The electronic supplementary material is available with
the online version of the article at https://doi.org/
10.1027/1864-9335/a000469
ESM1.Results of secondary importance (Experiments 1–3)
and auxiliary measures (Experiment 3).
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Original Article

Members of Transgressor Groups
Prefer Reparations to Come From
Third Parties
An Extension of Interpersonal Findings on Moral Emotions

Maciej Sekerdej1 and Roger Giner-Sorolla2

1Institute of Psychology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
2School of Psychology, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK

Abstract: Interpersonal research has shown that guilt motivates perpetrators to compensate victims at the expense of a third party, indicating
that the emotion’s goal involves reparative outcomes rather than self-mortification. However, this motivation has yet to be tested in an in-
tergroup context. Based on findings about ingroup wrongdoing, compensation was expected to draw primarily on shame rather than guilt. Three
experiments (total N = 617) showed that participants only allocated more to the victims versus their own group when compensation was
assigned froma third party’s rather than their own group’s resources. There was also evidence that shamewas felt, and related to compensating
victims, more strongly than guilt, whether at the expense of the ingroup or the third party.

Keywords: shame, guilt, moral emotions, prosocial behavior, intergroup relations

Although self-critical emotions such as guilt and shame are
not pleasant, they can at times increase prosocial behavior.
Experimental studies have shown that guilt feelings in
particular increase cooperation between persons (de
Hooge et al., 2007; Nelissen et al., 2007; Regan et al.,
1972), promote ethical behavior in economic decisions
(Cohen et al., 2012), and motivate people to compensate
for their own wrongs (Yu et al., 2014; Zeelenberg &
Breugelmans, 2008).
More recent studies, however, have shown that the

prosocial consequences of interpersonal guilt do not always
entail taking a personal disadvantage and may end up
displacing rather than alleviating wrongs on a larger scale
(de Hooge et al., 2011). In these studies, induced guilt
motivated repairing the harm done to the victim. But, if
perpetrators had an opportunity to compensate the victim at
the expense of others, they willingly took it, in preference to
giving compensation from their own resources. In other
words, prosocial actions motivated by guilt focused on the
victim rather than on the larger picture, without the ne-
cessity of self-deprivation from paying reparations per-
sonally. An action that remedies one injustice merely to
alleviate guilt could thus plausibly create another injustice.
Because guilt often involves self-punishment (Griffin et al.,

2016; Vel-Palumbo et al., 2018), it may seem at first glance

that repayment without suffering would not be the preferred
response to guilt. Even if self-punishment depletes one’s own
resources, it may be chosen to send a signal that one is a
morallymotivatedmember of the community. But instead, de
Hooge et al. showed that self-sacrifice is often passed over
when restitution can bemade at another’s expense. Thus, the
goal of guilt in this contextwas revealed to be compensation of
the victim by any means, rather than self-mortification per se.
Our main question of interest in the present research was

whether this preference for third-party restitution, until now
only demonstrated in interpersonal contexts, could also be
shown in collective situations involving the rights and
wrongs of nations. Emotions can be felt on an intergroup
level when a person appraises a collectively self-relevant
situation involving larger groups, such as nations (Bonnot &
Krauth-Gruber, 2018; de Rivera et al., 2007; Doosje et al.,
1998; Reysen et al., 2014). It is therefore possible that, in an
intergroup situation of historical or ongoing injustice per-
petrated by one’s own group, people would likewise prefer
to compensate the victim group at the expense of a third
party, when given an opportunity. Such a finding would be
particularly relevant to international situations in which
allied states or transnational groups, such as the European
Union (EU) or United Nations (UN), can relieve a perpe-
trator nation of the costs of compensation.
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Shame as a Prosocial Agent in Intergroup
Context

Our secondary question of interest asked which emotions
in particular might be felt most strongly and predict be-
havior in such a group-based situation. de Hooge et al.
(2011, Experiment 4) found that third-party compensation
followed an induction of guilt, but not one of shame.
Shifting contexts from personal to group-based culpability,
however, there is a reason to believe that shame would
take on more importance than guilt. This prediction fol-
lows from the literature on shame in intergroup recon-
ciliation and prosocial attitudes.

Overall, shame has been identified as an individual
prosocial motivator, but not as consistently as for guilt.
Many findings suggest that, for individuals, shame can fuel
avoidance tendencies rather than reparation (e.g., Tangney,
1995; Tangney & Fischer, 1995; Wicker et al., 1983).
Nevertheless, shame can also motivate people to act pro-
socially (Gausel et al., 2012, 2017; Goldberg, 1991) and
enhance social commitment (de Hooge et al., 2008). The
prosocial versus antisocial consequences of shame may
depend on such factors as the cultural value placed upon
shame (Sheikh, 2014) and the possibility to take effective
action (Leach & Cidam, 2015).

We suggest that shame is also more viable as a morally
relevant emotion when felt in a group versus individual
context. A retrospective analysis by Nelissen et al. (2013)
argued that guilt is more likely to motivate prosocial be-
havior in a context of direct reciprocity, when it is likely that
the victim and perpetrator will meet again. Shame, on the
other hand, is more likely to motivate prosocial behavior in
indirect reciprocity, when it is much less likely that the
victim and perpetrator will meet again. Indirect reciprocity
is thus more characteristic of the intergroup context, in
which the approval of a relevant audience, but not neces-
sarily of specific victims, is sought. Another line of research
has shown that in intergroup contexts, when negative be-
havior is exposed to other groups triggering collective blame
(in terms of collective guilt and shame, this time treated as a
single factor), group members behave more prosocially
toward outgroupmembers (Kardos et al., 2019).However, if
an individual, as part of a nation-level ingroup, sees a
collective failure in reciprocity to another outgroup by
harming or disadvantaging it, shame would play an even
larger role than guilt because the people harmed are even
more remotely and indirectly connected to the individual.

Indeed, studies of emotions in social context show this
predicted link between shame and higher-level social rela-
tions. Lickel et al. (2005), in studies of vicarious guilt and
shame for another person’s wrongdoings, showed that
people feel guilty when they have a highly interdependent
association with the perpetrator but felt ashamed when the

perpetrator’s actions were relevant to the social identity that
they sharedwith themand could tarnish the identity’s image.
In another study, Johns et al. (2005) found that feeling vi-
carious shame was associated with stronger ingroup iden-
tification: Participants highly identified with US nationality
felt more ashamed at examples of US anti-Arab prejudice.

Research on collective emotions felt toward the wrong-
doing of one’s own larger group (e.g., nation) also tends to
find that shame is both more prevalent and more effective
than guilt (Rees et al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2013a). Some
studies show that shame lends stronger support than guilt
does to collective actions against a prospective ingroup
transgression (Shepherd et al., 2013b). Also, higher expec-
tations and satisfaction result from perpetrators’ expressions
of shame versus guilt among victim group members (Giner-
Sorolla et al., 2008; Kamau et al., 2013). Moreover, in the
national context, shame has turned out to be stronger than
guilt in instigating support for collective political actions
aimed at unjust conflict (Iyer et al., 2007), collective apology
and victim compensation (Allpress et al., 2010), and moti-
vation for ingroup change (Gausel & Brown, 2012).

Furthermore, shame has also been shown to play an
important role in shaping reparative attitudes for the
damage done to others. For example, it has been found
that both collective guilt and shame are associated with
support for reparations, although the underlying motiva-
tions were somewhat different: The effects of shame were
mediated by self-pity and empathy for the outgroup, while
the effects of guilt were mediated by empathy, but not self-
pity (Brown & Čehajić, 2008). Notably, in other intergroup
research, guilt predicted stable, longitudinal reparation
attitudes, while shame predicted rather short-term, cross-
sectional prosocial tendencies (Brown et al., 2008). In
conclusion, these authors speculated that shame leads
people to take the path of least resistance to the goal of
improving the ingroup’s reputation. This prediction in
particular further leads us to expect that group members,
when reminded of responsibility for collective wrongs,
would prefer reparations to be paid by a third party.
Avoiding the depletion of ingroup resources by using
another entity’s resources would be consistent with the
path of least resistance typical of intergroup shame.

The Present Research

To restate, this research tested two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): As in interpersonal research, per-
petrator group members will be more strongly mo-
tivated to support reparative actions at the expense of
a third party, rather than sending a signal at their own
group’s expense, when the situation allows.

Social Psychology (2022), 53(1), 21–33 © 2022 Hogrefe Publishing
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Hypothesis 2 (H2): In the intergroup context, prosocial
behavior toward victims regardless of the source of
funds will be related to ingroup-critical emotions, and
where these can be distinguished, mainly to shame
rather than guilt. This can be shown in two ways:
a. There should be higher mean levels of shame

versus guilt, showing shame to be the predominant
feeling. This advantage of shame should be es-
pecially strong in conditions where the ingroup was
responsible for a misdeed, showing sensitivity to
ingroup-caused wrongs.

b. Reparations funded by an outgroup should be
correlated with levels of moral emotions just as
much as the literature has shown for reparations
funded by the ingroup, especially when the in-
group is responsible.

We conducted three experiments, the first two in the
context of Polish collective responsibility for contemporary
injustices and the third in the context of US collective re-
sponsibility for military intervention in the Dominican Re-
public (DR). In Experiment 1, we show initial evidence that
ingroup members are more motivated to compensate out-
group victims if provided with the opportunity to use
someone else’s resources, drawing on a larger collective – the
resources of the EU. We also show that collective emotions
still play a role in these motivations, but that there is a more
prominent role for shame rather than guilt. In Experiment 2,
we replicated those findings and extended them to a fuller
experimental design. Experiment 3 further extended the
findings, modeled after Experiment 2 but using a US sample
and issue, and the UNs as the third-party option.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants and Design
The participants were 140 Polish citizens (103 female, 37
male) who were recruited via community advertisements
and social portals (September 2016). Their age ranged
from 18 to 56 years (M = 25.31, SD = 4.94). All participants
signed a written informed consent form before starting the
experiment. Sample size was determined prior to analysis.
For analyses involving the comparison of guilt and

shame, the design was mixed factorial, 2 (Condition, be-
tween: EU vs. Polish source of reparations) × 2 (Emotion,
within: guilt vs. shame). For analyses involving distribution
of compensation, the design was mixed factorial, 2
(Condition, as before) × 3 (Compensation Recipient,
within: Poland, victims, global institutions).

In sensitivity power analyses, the emotion design with
N = 140 had 80% power to detect a medium effect size of
f = 0.24. The compensation design had 80% power to detect
a medium-to-small effect size of f = 0.19 based on the
nonsphericity correction factor (epsilon) in the data, which
was .91 (nonsphericity being relevant only to a design with
three ormore levels in a factor). All data reported in the paper
along with the Supplemental Material are made publicly
available at the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/
ag2dv/?view_only=d65f6434d510443ba2990c).

Procedure
The experiment took place online. Participants were asked
if they would like to fill out a questionnaire on social re-
lations. Having given informed consent, participants read
a short newspaper article, ostensibly sourced from Polish
Press Agency (see Supplemental Material, Sekerdej &
Giner-Sorolla, 2021). The article gave an account of the
situation of refugees in Poland, describing Poles’ negative
opinions on refugees and some discriminatory acts against
them. The text was followed by measures of guilt, moral
shame, and image shame. Finally, the participants were
asked to distribute money, ostensibly provided by Poland
or the EU, depending on condition.

Materials
Themeasures of group-based shame and guilt were adapted
from Allpress et al. (2014). Participants indicated on scales
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) how
much they agreed or disagreed with the statements.
These items distinguish between a more internalized

“moral shame” and a more externally concerned “image
shame” felt toward an ingroup that has committed inter-
group transgressions. In two out of three studies in Allpress
et al. (2014), moral shame (e.g., believing that the group is
fundamentally bad as a result of the misdeeds) related
positively to support for compensation and apology, while
image shame (e.g., believing that the group looks bad to
others as a result of the misdeeds) had a negative or null
relation to compensation and apology, controlling for moral
shame. These findings initially suggested to us that moral
shame items, if found to be statistically distinct from image
shame, could more specifically relate to support for com-
pensation from third parties as well as one’s own group.
Moral shame was measured by three items: “I do feel

ashamed to be Polish for the way we have treated other
people,” “I feel ashamed for the opinions about immi-
grants uttered by Polish people, because they are im-
moral,” and “I feel ashamed for the damage resulting from
the attitudes of Poles towards immigrants” (M = 3.63,
SD = 1.45, α = .87).
Image shame was measured by three items: “I feel

disgraced because the behaviour of Polish people toward

Social Psychology (2022), 53(1), 21–33© 2022 Hogrefe Publishing
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immigrants has created a bad image of Poland among other
EU countries,” “I feel humiliated when I think of how
Poland is seen negatively by the rest of the world for how it
has treated immigrants,” and “To think how Poles are seen
for their treatment of immigrants makes me feel
ashamed” (M = 3.55, SD = 1.50, α = .90).

Guilt was measured by three items: “I feel guilty for the
manner in which Poles have treated immigrants,” “Even if
I have done nothing bad, I feel guilty for the behaviour of
Poles in this situation,” and “I feel guilty for the bad living
conditions of immigrants” (M = 2.51, SD = 1.32, α = .93).

Because the two shame variables were correlated so
highly as to be almost indistinguishable (r = .79) and had
very close means, in further analyses, moral shame and
image shame were collapsed into one variable, shame
(M = 3.59, SD = 1.40, α = .93).

Compensation Task
Participants were given three spaces to fill in. They read:
“Because of the current wave of immigrants, the European
Union [Polish government] assigned € 1,000,000 to be
allocated to three purposes. Please write what percent of
this sum you would give to: (1) victims (the refugees that
experienced harm from Poles); (2) Poland, to establish a
special fund to secure future financial obligations; (3)
Global institutions that help refugees.”

Results and Discussion

To first test the main hypothesis in the novel intergroup
setting, we ran amixedmodel 2 × 3 ANOVA (Compensation
Source, between: Poland vs. EU × Recipient, within: victims
vs. Poland vs. global institutions).

Descriptive statistics for money distribution to victims,
Poland, and global institutions in each source condition are
provided in Table 1. The main effect of source condition
was not significant, F(1, 138) = 0.37, p = .55, ηp2 = .003, but
we found significant effects of recipient, F(2, 138) = 6.84,
p < .01, ηp2 = .05, and a significant interaction between
recipient and compensation source, F(2, 138) = 8.97, p < .001,
ηp2 = .06. As expected, pairwise comparisons within the
estimatedmarginal means test showed that when themoney
came from the EU versus Poland, participants gave signifi-
cantlymore to the victims (M = 35.53, SE = 2.41 vs.M = 24.29,
SE = 2.45, p= .001, Cohen’sd=0.55), suggesting that ingroup
members were willing to pay off people the ingroup has
harmed but would rather do it at someone else’s expense. By
the same token, when the money came from Poland versus

EU, participants gave significantlymore to Poland (M=47.61,
SE = 3.01 vs. M = 32.65, SE = 2.96, p = .001, Cohen’s
d = 0.60); the amount of money given to global institutions
did not differ across conditions (M = 31.80, SE = 2.32 vs.
M = 28.07, SE = 2.36, p = .26, Cohen’s d = 0.19). Overall, in
the EU condition, the distribution of money between Poland,
victims, and global institutions was not different (ps between
means from .31 to .86). However, when the money came
from Poland, participants kept significantly more for Poland
than they gave either to victims or to global institutions (all
ps < .001). Note that in this situation, allocation of money to
victims and Poland was not completely confounded due to
the third option of global institutions. But due to the nature of
the task, there would of course be a natural inverse rela-
tionship between money given to one recipient and another.

Next, we ran a mixed model 2 × 2 ANOVA comparing the
two self-conscious emotions of interest (Compensation
Source, between: Poland vs. EU × Emotion, within: Guilt vs.
Shame). This revealed that participants, having all read the
text that put their ingroup in a bad light, felt shame more
strongly than guilt, M = 3.59 versus M = 2.51, F(1,
138) = 107.36, p < .001, μ2

p = .43. However, the overall level
of emotions was not significantly different between condi-
tions, F(1, 138) = 0.25, p = .62, ηp2 = .002, and the interaction
was not significant, F (1, 138) = 2.50, p = .12, ηp2 = .02.1

Second, we checked the correlations between shame,
guilt, and the compensation outcomes, that is, the percent
of money given to the victims, Poland, and global insti-
tutions in each condition (see Table 2). When the EU was
paying, shame correlated positively with the percentage of
money assigned to victims and significantly more strongly
than guilt did: test between correlations, t(68) = 2.49,
p = .02. Also when the EU was paying, shame correlated

Table 1. Amounts of money assigned to victims, Poland, and global
institutions in the two funding source conditions in Experiment 1

Condition Mean

95% CI for mean

Lower
bound

Upper
bound SD

Source: EU Victims 35.53 30.76 40.31 20.88

Poland 32.65 26.77 38.51 22.94

Global
institutions

31.80 27.21 36.39 20.27

Source:
Poland

Victims 24.29 19.45 29.13 19.79

Poland 47.61 41.66 53.55 26.91

Global
institutions

28.07 23.41 32.73 19.59

Note. All figures are percentages of total amount.

1 We repeated the same analyses for image and moral shame separately obtaining similar results, respectively, F(1, 138) = 0.39, p = . 53, ηp2 = .003
and F(1, 138) = 0.12, p = . 73, ηp2 = .001 (condition) and F(1, 138) = 2.60, p = . 11, ηp2 = .02 and F(1, 138) = 1.77, p = . 19, ηp2 = .01 (interaction).
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negatively with money assigned to Poland and marginally
more strongly than guilt did, t(68) = 1.90, p = .059. When
Poland was paying, shame also correlated more strongly
than guilt with the money assigned to victims, t(66) = 2.18,
p = .03, but there was no difference between shame and
guilt in (negatively) predicting the money given back to
Poland, t(66) = 0.85, p = .39. Overall, regardless of the
source, shame more so than guilt was associated with
intention to pay back victims.
In summary, Experiment 1 showed that that group

members were motivated to compensate victims harmed
by their ingroup, but they preferred to do it while avoiding
strain on ingroup resources by calling on a superordinate
group to pay. Indeed, if another entity was paying, they
supported paying the victims more than if the reparations
would have been paid from their own group resources.
However, even when the other entity was paying, they still
decided to keep a decent share for their own group, while
also allocating a similar sum to global institutions de-
scribed as helping refugees.
The situation changed when reparations had to be paid

from the group’s own resources. Here, the group members
decided to keep a plurality of the money for the ingroup.
The rest was distributed approximately equally between
the victims and the third party (global institutions), which
was described as ultimately helping refugees in general.
Such a distribution suggests that when group members are
deprived of the possibility to use external resources and
forced to rely on their own, they are less prone to choose
the reparation option.
Finally, in this indirect reciprocity context (Nelissen et al.,

2013), shame more so than guilt was related to reparative
decisions. Levels of shame were higher overall than guilt,
against the background of ingroup wrongdoing. Moreover,
shame, significantly and more strongly than guilt, was
related to assigning more money to victims in both con-
ditions, and less money to the ingroup in the condition
where the EU paid.
In Experiment 2, we replicated these results in a fuller

experimental plan. We added a between-participants
factor that introduced control conditions in which the
ingroup was not responsible for wrongdoing to test

whether moral emotions would play a similar role. If the
preference for others to pay reparations were shown to be
the same in both conditions, this would further clarify
that the effect simply consists of people applying their
selfishness even to situations where they are collectively
responsible. This would mean that heightened respon-
sibility did nothing to encourage people to punish the
ingroup, above and beyond helping the victims. However,
if we were to observe a relative increase in using third-
party versus own resources when group responsibility
was not salient, this would show that there was some
tendency for reparation preferences to reflect collective
self-sanctioning.
Furthermore, in conditions without ingroup responsi-

bility, we expected no link between self-critical emotions
and outgroup giving, unlike in Experiment 1, when all
participants read about ingroup responsibility. This is
because, without the involvement of the ingroup as per-
petrators, there would be no reason for guilt or shame to
motivate any kind of compensation.

Experiment 2

Method

Participants and Procedure
The participants were 129 Polish students (110 female, 37
male) recruited via community advertisements and social
portals. Their age ranged from 18 to 30 years (M = 21.21,
SD = 2.29). All participants signed a written informed
consent before starting the experiment. The design was 2
(Responsibility: Ingroup Responsibility vs. Control) × 2
(Compensation Source: Poland vs. EU) between-subjects, to
which could be added an additional within-subjects variable
as in Experiment 1, compensation recipient (victims, Poland,
global institutions). In a sensitivity post hoc power analysis,
our design had 80% sensitivity given the observed non-
sphericity correction of .84 to detect a medium-sized effect
(f = 0.21) smaller than the Condition × Recipient interaction
in Experiment 1 (f = 0.25, converted from partial η2 = .06).

Table 2. Experiment 1 correlations between shame, guilt, and percent of money given to the victims, Poland, and global institutions, divided by the
source of money: EU (above diagonal) and Poland (below)

1 2 3 4 5

1. Shame .67** .30* �.28* .02

2. Guilt .49** .07 �.10 .04

3. Money assigned to victims .48** .24* �.58** �.38**

4. Money assigned to Poland �.33* �.23+ �.72** �.54**

5. Money assigned to global institutions �.03 .07 �.03 �.68**

Note.*p < .05, **p < .01, +p = .06.
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Manipulation
In the ingroup responsibility experimental condition, the partic-
ipants read a newspaper article (ca. 1,500 words), ostensibly
sourced fromaPolish Press Agency, that gave an account of the
situation of refugees in Poland, including Poles’ negative
opinions on refugees and descriptions of discriminatory acts
against them. In the neutral control condition, the participants
read an article of the same length (based on excerpts retrieved
from Eurostat, 2018), attributed to the same press agency, that
reported general statistics on migration in Europe (see ESM 1).
The text was concerned with different European countries,
including Poland, and was neutral in tone. Both texts were
followed by the measure of emotions toward the situation of
immigrants in Poland (manipulation check) and the other de-
pendent variables specifically measuring guilt, moral shame,
and image shame. Finally, as in Experiment 1, the participants
were asked to distribute money coming from either Poland or
the EU among the victims, Poland, and global institutions.

Materials
Following the manipulation of ingroup responsibility, we
measured on, a 5-point scale, 10 emotions toward the
situation of immigrants in Poland – six negative: regret,
guilt, disgust, shame, anger, and embarrassment; and four
positive: rapture, happiness, pride, and enthusiasm.

More specific emotions were measured by the same
items as in Experiment 1 on 6-point scales ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree): image shame
(M = 3.23, SD = 1.67, α = .95), moral shame (M = 3.49,
SD = 1.56, α = .89), and guilt (M = 2.73, SD = 1.53, α = .94).
The distribution task was also the same as in Experiment 1
and came last.

Results and Discussion

To again test the main hypothesis about compensation, we
conducted a mixed model 2 × 2 ×three ANOVA (Re-
sponsibility, between: Ingroup Responsibility vs. Control;
× Compensation Source, between: Poland vs. EU;
× Recipient, within: victims vs. Poland vs. global institu-
tions). The main effects of responsibility, compensation
source, and the interaction between them were nonsig-
nificant, F(1, 125) = 1.17, p = .28, ηp2 = .009, F(1, 125) = 1.22,
p = .27, ηp2 = .01, and F(1, 125) = 0.70, p = .40, ηp2 = .006.
Moreover, exactly as in Experiment 1, we found a sig-
nificant main effect of recipient, F(2, 125) = 8.79, p < .001,
ηp2 = .07, and a significant interaction between recipient
and compensation source, F(2, 125) = 7.15, p = .001,
ηp2 = .05. The three-way interaction between ingroup
responsibility, compensation source, and recipient turned
out to be nonsignificant F(2, 125) = 1.01, p = .37, ηp2 = .008.

As expected, pairwise comparisons within the estimated
marginal means test showed that when the money came
from the EU versus Poland, participants gave significantly
more to the victims (M = 41.60, SE = 2.34 vs. M = 28.55,
SE = 2.29, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.70), which confirmed the
findings from Experiment 1. Similarly, when the money
came from Poland versus EU, participants gave more to
Poland (M = 41.62, SE = 2.80 vs. M = 34.43, SE = 2.87,
p = .075, Cohen’s d = 0.36); the amount of money given to
global institutions did not differ across conditions (M = 28.53,
SE = 1.90 vs.M = 24.13, SE = 1.95, p = .11, Cohen’s d = 0.29).
Overall, in the EU condition, victims received a larger
amount of money than Poland received (although not sig-
nificantly, p = .14). In turn, when the money came from
Poland, participants kept significantly more for Poland than
they gave to both victims and global institutions (all ps < .01).

Specifically, pairwise comparisons between the money
assigned to victims and Poland in all four conditions of
the 2×2 (Responsibility, Ingroup Responsibility vs.
Control × Compensation Source, Poland vs. EU) design
revealed that the only condition where victims received
substantially more money than Poland was the combi-
nation where Poles were described as responsible for the
outgroup’s suffering and the money came from the EU
(Table 3). The preference for victims in this condition was
marginally significant, p = .052.

The findings replicated the findings of Experiment 1 in
the responsibility conditions. However, they also showed a
weaker source effect in the control conditions, where
Poland had been described with no particular responsi-
bility, but participants still relatively preferred to help
outgroups with EU, not Polish, money. To further clarify
the predicted motivational differences between these
giving effects in the responsibility and control conditions,
we looked at mean levels of emotions and their correlation
with the giving variables.

All negative emotions were significantly higher, and all
positive emotions were significantly lower in ingroup re-
sponsibility conditions than in control conditions (see
Table 4).

Table 5 and Table 6 show correlations among the an-
alyzed variables by condition. Due to overly high corre-
lations between image shame, moral shame, and guilt
ranging from .74 to .87 (i.e., showing an overlap of over
50% of variance), it was not considered advisable to look
at them separately in correlational analyses, so for those
purposes, they were collapsed into one variable, shame/
guilt (M = 3.15, SD = 1.47, α = .92). However, because
correlations are based on standardized scores, mean dif-
ferences between (for example) shame and guilt can exist
despite these overly high correlations, and so could be
compared in a repeated-measures ANOVA.
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To test this effect on the means, we conducted a mixed
model ANOVA, 2 (Responsibility, between: Ingroup Re-
sponsibility vs. Control) ×2 (Compensation Source, between:
Poland vs. EU), × 2 (Emotion, within: Guilt vs. Shame, moral
and image collapsed into one measure, as in Experiment 1).
The main effect of responsibility was marginally significant,
F(1, 125) = 3.60, p = . 06, ηp2 = .03, the trend being to feelmore
guilt and shamewhen the ingroupwas responsible, which is in
line with findings from previous research showing higher
negative ingroup-focused emotions when collective respon-
sibility is accepted. The effect of source and the interactions
were nonsignificant. Nevertheless, the difference between felt
shame and guilt (within-subject test across all conditions)
turned out to be significant, F(1, 125) = 44.57, p < .001,
ηp2 = .26. As in Experiment 1, shame was the overall stronger
emotion than guilt.
For emotion correlations, shame and guilt were aver-

aged into one index. In the responsibility condition,
shame/guilt was correlated strongly with both the money
given to victims (positively) and themoney given to Poland
(negatively), which confirms the overall important role of
moral emotions in reparative actions. This was true re-
gardless of the source of funds, supporting the idea that

compensation from other groups’ money is also related to
guilt and shame. In control conditions, moral emotions
were not related to money distribution to victims, sup-
porting the idea that responsibility is necessary to motivate
compensation via emotions. The negative correlations
among distribution scores, as in Experiment 1, generally
reflect the zero-sum nature of the task.

Experiment 3

To extend these findings to a different intergroup context
and participant population, we conducted a conceptual
replication of Experiment 2 among US citizen participants.
This new experiment also tightened the manipulation of
ingroup responsibility by eliminating some elements in the
Experiment 2 manipulation that might have introduced
confounds not relevant to collective responsibility, such as
the appeal to empathy for the refugees in the responsible
condition, or the contrast between personal narratives in
the responsible condition and dry statistics in the control.
Also, we pre-registered our analytic method and increased

Table 3. Pairwise comparisons between means of the money distribution to victims and Poland in the four conditions of Experiment 2

Condition

Recipient

Victims Poland

pM SE M SE

Poles responsible/money from the EU 45.78 3.29 32.50 4.03 .052

Poles responsible/money from Poland 28.49 3.24 38.85 3.40 .123

Control condition/money from the EU 37.42 3.34 36.36 4.09 .877

Control condition/money from Poland 28.61 3.24 44.39 3.97 .019

Table 4. Means of positive and negative emotions in ingroup responsibility and control conditions, Experiment 2

Emotions

Ingroup responsibility
condition Control condition

F ηp2M SD M SD

Negative emotions

Regret 3.48 1.10 2.59 1.09 21.06** .14

Guilt 2.55 1.26 1.90 1.12 9.46* .07

Disgust 3.21 1.36 2.17 1.14 21.83** .15

Shame 3.25 1.36 1.98 1.21 30.71** .20

Anger 2.94 1.26 2.21 1.12 12.0** .09

Embarrassment 3.23 1.33 2.03 1.12 30.27** .19

Positive emotions

Rapture 1.40 0.61 1.75 0.78 7.84* .06

Happiness 1.41 0.58 1.94 0.75 20.52** .14

Pride 1.29 0.49 1.76 0.78 16.81** .12

Enthusiasm 1.52 0.75 2.09 0.96 14.09** .10

Note. *p < .01, **p < .001.
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the statistical power of this study relative to Experiment 2,
nearly tripling the number of participants to reach an a
priori power of 90% to detect the smallest key effect found
in Experiment 2. Because of the higher power, this study
had the potential to more definitively follow up on effects
that were supported in Experiment 2, such as the tendency
for outgroups to be assigned more compensation than
ingroups only in the responsibility/third-party source
condition, and the tendency to show more shame than
guilt primarily in the responsibility condition.

The issue in this new experiment was the history of US
military interference in the democratic politics of the DR.
In the responsibility condition, participants read about the
history of US military intervention to overthrow elected
leaders in the DR on two occasions in the 20th century. In
the control condition, they also read about a threat to
democracy in the DR, but this was presented as a de-
scription of internal corruption in DR politics, with no
mention of US intervention. The reparation option in the
funding task was described as contributions from either
the United States or the UN to help the DR stabilize its
democratic institutions, with the alternatives being fund-
ing of US interests in the Caribbean (equivalent to the
money going to Poland in Experiments 1–2) and funding
democratic institutions in other parts of the world
(equivalent to themoney going to international institutions
in Experiments 1–2). Design and analyses of the dependent
variables were similar to Experiment 2, except that we pre-
registered a more inclusive approach to the emotion
measures in which the shame, guilt, and near-synonym
items from the single-item emotion questionnaire were
included together with the more group-based emotion
items as indices of shame and guilt.

Method

Participants and Procedure
Participants were recruited via the Amazon Mechanical
Turk crowdsourcing platform, with further selectivity via
CloudResearch filtering of invalid IP addresses. The de-
sign and analysis plans for the study were pre-registered at
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=vb22wc. The sample
was limited to adult US citizens with a past study approval
rate of 95% or more from 50 or more studies. The pre-
registered analysis for 90% power to detect partial eta
squared of .03 (smallest effect of interest found in Ex-
periment 2) in the study’s design yielded an a priori sample
size of 344. The design, as in Experiment 2, was 2 (Re-
sponsibility: Ingroup Responsibility vs. Control, between-
subjects) × 2 (Compensation Source: United States vs.
UNs, between-subjects) × compensation recipient (DR,
United States, or international aid fund; within-subjects).

The total sample of participants who filled out at least
one question was 408. Having excluded people, as pre-
registered, who failed either of the attention checks (e.g.,
“I feel that this is a question to check attention and I should
answer agree.”) or completed the study under 90 seconds,
the final sample consisted of 348 participants (48.3% fe-
male, two persons indicated nonbinary identities and two
preferred not to say; Mage = 41.89.8, SD = 11.9). All par-
ticipants signed a written informed consent before starting
the experiment.

Manipulation
In the ingroup responsibility experimental condition, the
participants read a short, four-paragraph text telling of
historical relations between the DR and the United States,

Table 5. Experiment 2, ingroup responsibility condition: correlations among shame/guilt, and percent of money given to the victims, Poland, and
global institutions, by the source of money: EU (above diagonal) and Poland (below)

1 2 3 4

1. Shame and guilt .57** �.52** �.04

2. Money assigned to victims .53** �.87** �.18

3. Money assigned to Poland �.46** �.65** �.32

4. Money assigned to global institutions .09 .17 �.60**

Note. **p < .01.

Table 6. Experiment 2, control condition: correlations among shame, guilt, and percent of money given to the victims, Poland, and global
institutions, by the source of money: EU (above diagonal) and Poland (below)

1 2 3 4

1. Shame and guilt .03 �.40* .40*

2. Money assigned to victims �.08 �.55** .30

3. Money assigned to Poland �.04 .72** �.63**

4. Money assigned to global institutions .14 �.04 �.66**

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01.
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which described the responsibility of the United States for
anti-democratic military and political interventions in the
DR. The participants were instructed that, having read the
text, they would be asked a number of questions about
their reaction to the situation and to hypothetical actions
following it. In the control condition, the participants read
a text of about the same length that dealt with internal
corruption in the DR without implicating the United States
(see ESM 1). Both texts were followed by the measure of
emotions toward the situation in the DR and a short
questionnaire on guilt, moral shame, and image shame.
Finally, as in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the par-
ticipants were asked to distribute money coming from
either the United States or the UNs among the DR, the
United States, and a general international aid fund.

Materials
Following the manipulation of ingroup responsibility, we
measured, on 5-point scales, 10 emotions toward the sit-
uation in the DR – six negative: regret, guilt, disgust, shame,
anger, and embarrassment; and four positive: joy, happi-
ness, pride, and enthusiasm. Next, as in Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2, participants filled in a short questionnaire
including nine items on image shame, moral shame, and
guilt, where two attention check questions were embedded.
The distribution task was also the same as in Experiment 1
and Experiment 2, and came last. As pre-registered, shame
index was calculated from the means of shame and em-
barrassment items and all six group-based shame items
(M = 3.04, SD = 1.32, α = .96), and guilt index from the
means of guilt, regret, and all three group-based guilt items
(M = 2.72, SD = 1.26, α = .92). This was a slightly different
plan from the method followed in Experiment 2, in which
only the group-based shame and guilt items were analyzed.

Results and Discussion

To test the main hypothesis about source and responsi-
bility, we conducted again a mixed model 2 × 2 ×3 ANOVA
(Responsibility, between: Ingroup Responsibility vs. Con-
trol; × Compensation Source, between: UN vs. the United
States; × Recipient, within: DR vs. the United States vs.
international aid fund). Similar to Experiment 2, the main
effects of responsibility and source and the interaction
between them were nonsignificant and close to zero.
Moreover, exactly as in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
we found a significant main effect of recipient, F(2,
344) = 20.86, p < .001, ηp2 = .06, and a significant in-
teraction between recipient and compensation source, F(2,
344) = 12.05, p < .001, ηp2 = .03, and this time also a
significant interaction between recipient and responsibil-
ity, F(2, 344) = 3.94, p = .02, ηp2 = .01. The three-way

interaction between ingroup responsibility, compensation
source, and recipient again turned out to be nonsignificant,
F(2, 344) = 1.42, p = .23, ηp2 = .004.
As expected, pairwise comparisons between source

conditions for each of the three funding recipients showed
that when the money came from the UN versus the United
States (across responsibility conditions), participants gave
significantly more to the DR (M = 31.08, SE = 1.84 vs.
M = 25.80, SE = 1.80, p = .041, Cohen’s d = 0.22), which
confirmed the findings fromExperiment 1 and Experiment
2. Similarly, when the money came from the United States
versus UN, participants gave more to the United States
(M = 35.96, SE = 1.94 vs. M = 22.11, SE = 1.99, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 0.53). The amount of money given to the
third-party international aid fund this time was larger
when the money came from the UN versus the United
States (M = 46.81, SE = 2.26 vs. M = 38.24, SE = 2.21,
p = .007, Cohen’s d = 0.29). Overall, in the UN condition,
the DR received significantly larger amount of money than
the United States (p = .004) received. In turn, when the
money came from the United States, the participants kept
significantly more for the United States than they gave to
DR (p = .001); the difference between the amount given to
the United States and the international aid fund was not
significant (p < .54).
The next point of interest was whether these results were

especially pronounced in the ingroup responsibility condi-
tion, reflecting the stacking effects of the two-way inter-
actions andmain effects. Specifically, pairwise comparisons
between themoney assigned to DR and the United States in
all four conditions of the 2 × 2 design (Responsibility, In-
group Responsibility vs. Control × Compensation Source,
the United States vs. UN) revealed that the only condition
where DR receivedmore money than the United States was
the combination where Americans were perpetrators, and
the money came from the UN (Table 7). The preference for
DR in this condition was this time highly significant,
p < .001, while in all other conditions the trend was for the
United States to be assigned more money than DR. Put
another way, when the United States was presented as
responsible for the DR’s problems and had to pay repara-
tions itself, the proportion of money assigned to the DR
(M = 26.72%) was quite similar to the amount of money
assigned when it was not presented as responsible for the
DR’s problems (M = 26.41%). Only when the UN was
paying, and the United States was presented as responsible,
the amount of money assigned to the DR was appreciably
more generous (M = 34.22%).
We conducted a maximum likelihood factor analysis as

part of the pre-registered plan to see whether the dif-
ferent shame items separated out from each other and
from guilt. The analysis entered the single-word items
shame, guilt, embarrassment, and regret, and all nine of
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the detailed shame/guilt items. One factor emerged as
clearly dominant with no others having eigenvalue
greater than 1, and this had eigenvalue = 9.27, accounting
for 71.3% of variance and including all items (load-
ings > .50). Looked at another way, the pre-registered
shame index (mean of shame and embarrassed items and
all six detailed shame items) correlated with the pre-
registered guilt index (mean of guilt, regret, and all three
detailed guilt items) at r= .87. As in Experiment 2 where
similar conditions were obtained, and again following the
pre-registered plan, we involved only the average of the
shame and guilt indices (M = 2.88, SD = 1.25, α = .97) in all
correlations (Table 8 and Table 9). However, we were
able to use the two separate index scores in analyses
comparing their means, which would not be affected by
the high correlation.

To test the comparative strength of shame and guilt means,
we conducted a mixed model ANOVA, 2 (Responsibility,
between: Ingroup Responsibility vs. Control) ×2 (Compensa-
tion Source, between: the United States vs. UN), × 2 (Emotion,
within: Guilt vs. Shame index). As in Experiment 2, the mean
levels of shame were higher than guilt overall, F(1,
344) = 81.85, p < .001, ηp2 = .19. Also, the main effect of
responsibility was significant, F(1, 344) = 66.95, p < . 001,
ηp2 = .16, indicating more guilt and shame when the ingroup
was responsible. The Emotion × Responsibility interaction,
F(1,344) = 13.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .04, showed a greater ad-
vantage for shame over guilt in the responsibility condition
(M = 3.59 vs. M = 3.15, mean difference 0.44) than in the
control (M = 2.45 vs.M = 2.27, mean difference 0.18). Source
did not show any significant main effects or interactions, all
p > .41.

Table 8 and Table 9 show correlations between shame/
guilt and compensation amounts to each recipient, sepa-
rately for the four conditions. As in Experiment 2, in the
responsibility condition, shame/guilt was correlated with
both the money given to DR (positively) and the money
given to the United States (negatively), which confirms the
overall important role of moral emotions in these reparative
actions. Similarly, the negative correlations among distri-
bution scores generally reflect the zero-sum nature of the
task. Unexpectedly, there were also significant correlations

between shame/guilt and DR money assignment in the
control conditions, possibly due to general awareness of
unequal relations between the United States and DR even
when no specific US misdeed had been singled out.

General Discussion

The present research investigated whether fellow group
members of perpetrators are more strongly motivated to
engage in reparative actions if they have an opportunity to
source the money for this purpose from a third party, as
recently shown by de Hooge et al. in an individual context
(de Hooge et al., 2011). Moreover, we predicted that in the
intergroup context, prosocial behavior, even at the expense
of a third party, would be characterized by shame more so
than guilt.

The findings confirmed our hypotheses. All three ex-
periments demonstrated that when the negative behavior
of ingroup members toward a victimized group was made
salient, and participants as ingroup members envisioned
the opportunity to compensate the victims at the expense
of a third party, they allocated substantially more to the
victims than when the money was assigned from their own
group’s resources. It is worth noticing that they did this
although they were also allowed to allocate externally
sourced money to the ingroup. Thus, it is not a mere case
ofmaximizing outcomes for the ingroup. Besides, although
there was a negative dependency among the targets, the
presence of a third party (global institutions or an inter-
national aid fund) meant that giving to the outgroup was
not exactly the same as holding back money from
the ingroup. There appears to have been a guilt-and-
shame–related motivation in both conditions to compen-
sate victims, but participants found it easier to do when the
money came from another entity than their own country.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that in this intergroup
context, shame had overall a better case than guilt to be the
emotion that motivated perpetrators to compensate the
victims at the expense of the third party. First, shame in all
experiments was felt more strongly than guilt. Second, in

Table 7. Pairwise comparisons between means of the money distribution (in percentage of $100 million) between Dominican Republic (DR) and the
United States in the respective conditions in Experiment 3

Condition

Recipient

DR The United States

pM SE M SE

The United States responsible/money from UN 34.22 2.51 15.71 2.71 <.001

The United States responsible/money from the United States 26.72 2.54 34.36 2.74 .074

Control condition/money from UN 27.94 2.70 28.51 2.91 .900

Control condition/money from the United States 24.89 2.54 37.55 3.12 .003
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Experiment 1 where shame and guilt were statistically
distinct from each other (unlike Experiment 2 and Exper-
iment 3), shame showed stronger correlations with patterns
of outgroup-supporting allocation regardless of where funds
came from. These findings support the assumptions in
Nelissen et al. (2013) that guilt is more likely to motivate
prosocial behavior in direct reciprocity whereas shame is
more likely to motivate prosocial behavior in indirect rec-
iprocity. Given that the participants did not know the vic-
tims or third parties and had little likelihood of meeting
them face-to-face, they were more plausibly motivated by
indirect reciprocity. In contrast to previous findings sug-
gesting that shame had much to do with reputation man-
agement and self-pitying, which mediated reparation
attitudes separately from empathy for the outgroup (Brown
& Čehajić, 2008), we can surmise from these studies that
shame might motivate repairing damage to victims re-
gardless of whether the group itself is seen to take re-
sponsibility by paying from its own resources.
Both experiments that manipulated responsibility found

that victims were given substantially higher amounts of
compensation, compared to the ingroup, only if the in-
group was presented as responsible and a third party – not
the ingroup itself – was paying. In Experiment 2, however,
when the ingroup was not presented as responsible, people
were also significantly more likely to use the third party’s
money to pay the victims than to use ingroup money; in
Experiment 3, the difference was nonsignificant but in the
same direction (27.94% when the UN paid and 24.89%
when the United States paid). This raises the possibility
that in Experiment 2, people could think that EU was in
fact responsible for the refugee crisis, more so than the UN
bearing responsibility for the democracy crisis in the DR.
Thus, shifting responsibility completely away from Poland

and onto the EU could be taken as a possible explanation
for why people in Experiment 2 would want to make the
EU pay even without Polish responsibility.
Another way to see the outcomes is to note that greater

giving to outgroup victims relative to the ingroup or a third
party, as an effect of the responsibility manipulation,
emerged only when the EU or UN supplied money for
these reparations, and not when Poland or the United
States themselves had to. Although this outcome was not
supported by significant three-way interactions, there is
some support in the more detailed analyses: The only
combination of factors that led to a significant simple
giving pattern such that more was given to the victims than
to the ingroup was when Poland and the United States had
responsibility, but the EU or the UN gave money, re-
spectively. These findings, then, support the view that to
increase help to victim groups, mere responsibility was not
enough; there had to also be a lack of negative conse-
quences, including no resource loss for the ingroup.
In any case, the findings suggest that shame specifically

motivates ingroup members to support reparative actions
(vs. withdrawal) when they are provided with a good op-
portunity, that is, when the actions are not too risky (de
Hooge et al., 2010), or can be done in a cost-efficient
manner (Nelissen et al., 2013). Moreover, they shed new
light on the literature suggesting that in the intergroup
context shame leads the members of a perpetrator group to
take actions aimed at improving the ingroup’s reputation at
the lowest cost possible or to withdraw from the embar-
rassing situation (Brown et al., 2008). Indeed, when the
money for victim compensation came from the ingroup’s
resources, the participants decided to keep the lion’s share
of it for the group and pay substantially less to the victims,
evidently choosing withdrawal rather than improving the

Table 8. Experiment 3, ingroup responsibility condition: correlations among shame/guilt, and money given to the DR, the United States, and
international aid fund (IAF), by the source of money: UN (above diagonal) and the United States (below)

1 2 3 4

1. Shame and guilt .27** �.28* �.06

2. Money assigned to DR .39** �.19 �.77**

3. Money assigned to the United States �.31** �.41** �.47**

4. Money assigned to IAF �.02 �.43** �.65**

Note. **p < .01.

Table 9. Experiment 2, control condition: correlations among shame/guilt, and money given to the DR, the United States, and IAF, by the source of
money: UN (above diagonal) and the United States (below)

1 2 3 4

1. Shame and guilt .23* �.20 .01

2. Money assigned to DR .22* �.32** �.47**

3. Money assigned to the United States �.30* �.25* �.69**

4. Money assigned to IAF .10 �.52** �.70**

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.
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group image through costly apology. However, we should
also note that shame correlated with victim allocations
about equally in conditions of responsibility, regardless of
where the money came from. Shame in our studies thus
looked more like a general motivator for reparation at a
collective level when the ingroup is responsible, rather than
an emotion that has a particular influence in situations
where a collectively painless solution is available. Never-
theless, it is still an open question – calling for a repeated-
measures study design – whether outsourcing reparation is
just a cheaper solution or actually has a different impact on
alleviating shame or guilt.

While these findings refer to limited contexts of rep-
arations for bad treatment of ingroup’s victims, we would
expect them to generalize to similar group situations in
which people have a similar understanding of shame and
guilt. We should also note that minor context differences
appear to have played a part in some differences between
findings. For example, although presenting the United
States as explicitly responsible increased reparation to
victims and feelings of shame and guilt, we found cor-
relations between those emotions and reparation ten-
dencies to be significant even in the control, no
responsibility condition. As mentioned, this may have
been due to some participants being generally aware of
the history of US intervention in Latin America and thus
feeling some responsibility even for problems presented
as internal to the DR. In the Polish manipulation, a
parallel awareness of refugee issues might not have been
present, especially given the less parallel construction of
those manipulations.

Ourmain caveat for any future researchwould be that the
right topic is necessary to find these effects. That is, one
would have to start with an issue that at least some par-
ticipants would see as an example of ingroup wrongdoing,
rather than an issue that arouses unanimous denial or
defensiveness. By the same token, it would be worth
measuring multidimensional group identification as a
possible moderator of admittance or denial of the group
wrongdoing. All the same, we think that once the bridge is
crossed and ingroup members accept collective wrongdo-
ing, they would find it a very easy detour to avoid the self-
punishing aspect of reparations, and more gladly support
paying with someone else’s money, than with their own.
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When You Are Wrong on
Facebook, Just Admit It
Wrongness Admission Leads to Better Interpersonal
Impressions on Social Media
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Abstract: Intellectually humble behavior, like admitting when you are wrong, leads to better impression formation. However, online social
networks (OSNs) have changed the impression formation process. We investigated the impact of wrongness admission on impression formation
during an OSN argument. In four experiments (N = 679), participants witnessed a user engage in wrongness admission, refuse to admit, or not
respond, in an argument on a Facebook wall. Participants reported their impressions of whether they would be willing to interact with the (non)
admitting user. User reputation ratings and interaction intentions were higher in the admission (vs. nonadmission) condition. The latter effect
was mediated by user reputation ratings. Wrongness admission appears to have a positive impact on impression formation on OSNs.

Keywords: intellectual humility, impression formation, social media, reputation, wrongness admission

Arguments on online social networks (OSNs), such as
Facebook and Twitter, have become a part of everyday life
(Anderson et al., 2018; Neubaum et al., 2021). This is not
surprising because OSNs create a space for people to easily
express their opinions, which can encourage open dialog.
However, OSNs have also changed the impression for-
mation process (Walther & Whitty, 2021). Instead of
forming impressions based on face-to-face interactions,
OSNs allow people to look at people’s online behavior as
cues to their personalities (Utz, 2010). Furthermore,
people using OSNs often form impressions through pas-
sive observation (Qin et al., 2021). Therefore, an OSN
user’s behavior during an online argument might have an
impact on the impressions passive viewers form of the user
(Orben&Dunbar, 2017). One such behavior that can occur
during an online argument is a user’s response when they
discover that their viewpoint is factually wrong. With
potentially hundreds (or more, depending on their privacy
settings) of passive witnesses, the user can admit that they
are wrong or avoid doing so. Based on the literature of
impression formation on OSNs and intellectual humility,
the OSN user’s best course of action, here, is to publicly
admit that they are wrong. The current set of experiments
investigated whether this is indeed the case by testing

whether such wrongness admission during a Facebook ar-
gument impacts passive viewers’ impression formation.

Intellectual Humility and Wrongness
Admission

Intellectual humility is defined by Leary et al. (2017) as
“recognizing that a particular personal belief may be fal-
lible, accompanied by an attentiveness to limitations in the
evidentiary basis of that belief and to one’s own limitations
in obtaining and evaluating relevant information” (p. 793).
Those who score high on broad measures of intellectual
humility, based on this definition, are more agreeable and
open-minded (Leary et al., 2017). More recently, Porter
et al. (2021) refined intellectual humility by developing a
classification framework introducing different forms of
intellectual humility. This classification is based on
whether the intellectual humility is focused on the self or
others – that is, about one’s own or another person’s
beliefs – and whether it is internal or expressed – that is,
about self-reflective awareness and cognitions compared
to behavioral manifestations. In relation to the self/
expressed quadrant of their framework, these observable
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behaviors can be public or private. It is within public
component of the self/expressed quadrant of intellectual
humility that we locate a concept we call “wrongness
admission.”
Wrongness admission is a form of public attitude change

that involves expressing that one has changed a previously
held attitude or belief (Fetterman et al., 2019). In this
sense, wrongness admission is about recognizing and
publicly acknowledging that a belief is inaccurate.
Wrongness admission is not about being morally wrong or
about behavioral errors. Willingness to engage in wrong-
ness admission, as we define here, is positively correlated
with agreeableness, openness to experience, honesty/
humility, and emotional intelligence (Fetterman et al.,
2019). Furthermore, those who score high in intellectual
humility are more likely to engage in wrongness admission
during an argument (Rodriquez et al., 2019). Wrongness
admission, then, is an observable behavior that cues not
only intellectual humility but also positive interpersonal
traits (e.g., trustworthiness and friendliness).
If intellectual humility and wrongness admission, more

specifically, are cues to positive interpersonal traits, then
they should be reflected in observer reports of intellec-
tually humble people. Indeed, Meagher et al. (2021) found
that those who scored higher on intellectual humility, in
general, tended to be rated by interaction partners as more
agreeable and open-minded, less arrogant, and dominant,
and that interaction partners felt more satisfaction when
conversing with intellectually humble others (Meagher
et al., 2021). Based on this work, intellectual humility
appears to have a positive impact on impression formation,
notably due to its cue of positive interpersonal traits.
There has been relatively little work looking more

specifically at the impact of wrongness admission on
impression formation. There are two notable exceptions.
First, a study by Fetterman and Sassenberg (2015) had
published scientists read one of two scenarios. In one
scenario, after learning about a convincing failed repli-
cation of one of their research findings, a hypothetical
scientist admits that they were wrong about the finding. In
the other condition, the scientist refuses to admit that they
were wrong about the finding. The results indicated that
participants in the admission condition rated the target
scientist as more competent and trustworthy than par-
ticipants in the refuse condition. This was the first study to
suggest that wrongness admission has a positive impact on
impression formation.
In the second notable exception, John et al. (2019) in-

vestigated wrongness admission in business settings. They
had participants give an entrepreneurial pitch, during
which a panel contradicted some of the participants’
statements. The results showed that those who backed
down (i.e., wrongness admitters) were more likely to be

advanced to a final competition round and were rated as
more competent by observers. Furthermore, these com-
petence ratings impacted, in a positive way, whether the
observers wanted to hire the admitter or invest in their
ideas. Wrongness admission, again, appears to have a
positive impact on impression formation.
Intellectual humility and wrongness admission appear

to cue positive interpersonal traits for observers forming
impressions. Yet, OSNs are unique environments in which
people manage and form impressions (Walther &Whitty,
2021). Passive observers on OSNs form spontaneous im-
pressions, withoutmuch context, of strangers as they scroll
through their posts (Levordashka & Utz, 2017). Therefore,
it is important to understand how wrongness admission on
OSNs impacts impression formation.

Impression Formation on OSNs

Humans have an inherent need to form and maintain
relationships due to their incredibility social nature
(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). To ensure a mutually bene-
ficial relationship, people rely on reputation to predict the
likely behavior of potential interaction partners, even on
OSNs (Tennie et al., 2010). To get a sense of someone’s
reputation, people make inferences about that person’s
personality (i.e., impression formation). People form im-
pressions of others along two fundamental dimensions:
communion and agency (Abele et al., 2016; Abele &
Wojciszke, 2014; Asch, 1946; Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske
et al., 2007). The agency dimension includes traits related
to achievement and competence, while the communion
dimension includes social variables, such as trust and
friendliness. People often form impressions about these
traits quickly, sometimes within seconds, based on non-
verbal cues (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992), which are re-
markably accurate (Funder, 2012). However, given the rise
of OSNs, impression formation has changed and to some
extent moved online.
Since OSNs have become an everyday feature of most

people’s social lives (Seidman, 2013), much research has
focused on impression formation and management on
OSNs (Bacev-Giles & Haji, 2017). OSNs, however, have
changed impression formation. For example, much OSN-
based impression formation is passive in that the people
are not interacting with those for whom they are forming
impressions (Orben & Dunbar, 2017). Due to this lack
of interaction, according to the hyperpersonal model
(Walther &Whitty, 2021), people often form impressions
based on textual and pictorial information posted by users.
Of course, this material can be highly curated by the users
(Krämer & Winter, 2008). Therefore, according to the
warranting principle (Walther et al., 2009), viewers prefer
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information that is less subject to user manipulation. In-
deed, prior work shows that viewers form fewer positive
impressions from user-generated information, likely due
to the perceived untrustworthiness of this information
(Utz, 2010).

Prior work investigating impression formation on
OSNs has revealed specific traits and online behaviors
that lead to more positive impressions, or liking. Much of
this work has shown that communal behavior tends to
lead to the most positive impressions. For example,
Buffardi and Campbell (2008) found that self-promotion
led to narcissistic impressions, which was related to lower
ratings of communion. Furthermore, Stopfer et al. (2014)
found that communal and open-minded people were
more liked on OSNs. More recently, Qin et al. (2021)
found that positive self-disclosure on OSNs led to higher
ratings of trustworthiness and likeability. As noted,
viewers might not form as many positive impressions
from user-generated information (Utz, 2010). However,
the negative impact of user-generated information can be
overridden if the user engages in self-deprecation, a
cue of humility (Austin et al., 2021; Bareket-Bojmel
et al., 2016).

Overall, it seems that impression formation on OSNs is
common and spontaneous (Levordashka & Utz, 2017).
Although impression formation is different on OSNs than
offline situations (Walther &Whitty, 2021), these im-
pressions tend to be accurate (Stopfer et al., 2013). Fur-
thermore, people tend to form the most positive
impressions for those on OSNs who display communal,
open, and humble online behaviors. We noted above that
intellectual humility and wrongness admission tend to cue
such positive traits and lead to positive impressions offline.
Intellectual humility and wrongness admission could lead
to positive impression formation online as well.

Wrongness Admission on OSNs

Due to (a) the commonality in arguments on OSNs
(Anderson et al., 2018; Neubaum et al., 2021), (b) people’s
tendency to form spontaneous impressions of strangers
while passively scrolling through their posts (Levordashka
& Utz, 2017), and (c) the impact of passive judgments in
impression formation in general (Quadflieg & Penton-
Voak, 2017) and on OSNs (Waggoner et al., 2009), it
seems important to test how wrongness admission during
OSN arguments impacts the impression formation pro-
cess. In fact, Utz (2010), drawing from the Brunswik lens
model (Brunswik, 1956; Gigerenzer & Kurz, 2001), sug-
gests that the impressions formed from cues on OSNs
create a lens through which viewers make inferences
about individuals. Intellectually humble behaviors, such as

wrongness admission, appear to cue positive interpersonal
traits, which could shape a viewer’s lens of an online
wrongness admitter. This leads to our first hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Scores on user reputation will be
more positive for participants who witness a stranger
in an OSN argument engage in wrongness admission
than who witness a stranger refusing to admit.

Among the primary uses of OSNs is the forming of social
connections (Alhabash &Ma, 2017). Impression formation
serves the function of informing the viewer of whether
they should engage in future interactions with the target
(Gable & Reis, 2001). In the context of OSNs, people form
impressions with less contextual information than in face-
to-face interactions (Walther & Whitty, 2021). Since (a)
people are primarily looking for social connections and
thus forming impressions based on interpersonal traits on
OSNs (Tennie et al., 2010), (b) friendships often form
based on judgments of agreeableness (Harris & Vazire,
2016), and (c) wrongness admission appears related to
such traits, wrongness admission in an OSN argument
might be a cue to passive viewers that the user is someone
to interact with in the future. In fact, Hagá and Olson
(2017) found that people were more likely to want to in-
teract with people who displayed outward intellectual
humility, such as wrongness admission, due to their in-
creased perceptions of niceness. This leads to our second
and third hypotheses.

Hypothesis 2a (H2a): Participants who witness a
stranger in an OSN argument will indicate that they
are more willing to interact with the user in the future
if that user engages in wrongness admission com-
pared to a user who refuses to do so.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b): Participants who witness a
stranger in an OSN argument will indicate that they
are more willing to interact with the user in the future
if that user engages in wrongness admission com-
pared to a user who refuses to do so and this effect is
mediated through increases in positive impression
formation.

Current Experiments

Across four experiments, we tested our broad hypothesis
that wrongness admission on OSNs would have a positive
impact on impression formation. We focused all of our
experiments on Facebook. According to statista.com,
Facebook is still the most used OSN as of October 2021,
with 2.9 billion active users worldwide. Even so, the studies
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were run between 2014 and 2016, and during that time,
Facebook use was ubiquitous (Duggan & Smith, 2016).
We designed our OSN materials in a similar manner to

that of previous investigations investigating the impact of
minimal information on impression formation on OSNs
(e.g., Austin et al., 2021; Kaye et al., 2020) and based on
the idea that viewers tend to discredit user-curated OSN
profile information (Utz, 2010) and form strong impres-
sions when passively observing interactions (Quadflieg &
Penton-Voak, 2017). Therefore, we provided only the
textual information and removed all identifying charac-
teristics and profile information. For the impression for-
mation outcome measures, we created measure of general
reputation, which includes items that reflect communal
and competence traits, similar to that of previous inves-
tigations of impression formation on OSNs (e.g., Austin
et al., 2021; Bacev-Giles &Haji, 2017; Batenburg & Bartels,
2017). In all four experiments, participants read a staged
argument on a Facebook wall – a section of Facebook
that allows users to post information and engage in
discussion – between two users. The argument was fo-
cused on a made-up food additive and reflected common
themes of health food discourse on OSNs at the time of the
study (Munro et al., 2015) to increase realism. The dif-
ferences between the experiments are provided in Table 1.

Open Science Disclosures

The current experiments contain all but two studies that
we have conducted on the topic of wrongness admission
on Facebook. The two studies not included consisted of
undergraduate thesis projects that do not meet the stan-
dards of publishable research. The data from Experiment
2B included questionnaires relevant, but not related to the

current hypotheses. This questionnaire data, but not the data
we report here, were published in Fetterman et al. (2019).
We initially intended to measure general user reputa-

tion. However, as the project and our theorizing pro-
gressed, we thought that it might be more informative to
split the general reputation items into separate commu-
nion and competence scores. When we did so, the two
scores were highly positively correlated (all rs > .70).
Furthermore, a parallel analysis on the data from all four
experiments suggested that a single reputation factor was
most appropriate. Therefore, we returned to our original
general user reputation measure.
Beyond these disclosures, we report how we determined

our sample sizes, all data exclusions, all manipulations,
and all measures in the studies. We did not pre-register our
hypotheses. Data, code, and full materials are available on
the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/a4tpg/).

Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B

Method

Participants
In Experiment 1A, we recruited 100 participants on Am-
azon Mechanical Turk based on the assumption that 50
per cell would be sufficient. We removed participants who
did not accurately respond to an attention check or did not
complete the experiment. Of the participants who com-
pleted the task, 88 (41 female; Mage = 31.00, SDage = 7.84)
answered the attention check correctly and 91% indicated
that they use Facebook. For Experiment 1B, we performed
an incorrect a priori power analysis, based on which we
recruited 250 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Of those participants, 238 participants (100 female) ac-
curately responded to the attention check and 92% indi-
cated that they use Facebook. A sensitivity analysis
suggested that we had the power to detect a minimum
effect size of η2

1A = .08 and η2
1B = .04 when α = .05 (two-

tailed) and power = .80.

Materials and Procedures
Participants were randomly assigned to an admission or a
refuse (Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B) or a no-
response (Experiment 1B only) condition. After provid-
ing informed consent, participants read instructions and
said that we were interested in people’s responses to
Facebook arguments, that we had access to a corpus of
Facebook arguments, and that we would randomly select
one of the arguments for them to read. In reality, all
participants read the same argument. Only the final
post from the target user differed and served as the

Table 1. Breakdown of the differences across experiments and final
sample sizes

Experiment Conditions present Wording of condition Final N

Experiment 1a 1. Admission
2. No admission

Wording 1 88

Experiment 1b 1. Admission
2. No admission
3. No response

Wording 1 238

Experiment 2a 1. Admission
2. No admission
3. No response

Wording 2 171

Experiment 2b 1. Admission
2. No admission
3. No response

Wording 2 183

Note. Wording of condition = differences in the wording of the final post of
the target Facebook user based on feedback from participants.
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manipulation. Participants also read that they were to pay
close attention to Participant A, but that they should pay
attention to all users. They could not advance until 2
minutes had past.

The Argument
Participants read a screenshot of a fabricated argument
between two Facebook users. Two of us staged the ar-
gument on our own Facebook pages to increase realism.
To further increase realism, we examined real arguments
on OSNs and modeled the same argument tactics. For
example, the users called-out biases, utilized and called-out
logical fallacies, cited blogs as sources, and resorted to ad
hominem attacks. However, we preplanned the argument

such that, while there was room for debate, Participant B
clearly had the facts on their side and had the more
compelling argument. Participant B also cited scientific
papers, instead of blogs. We did this to avoid too many
participants thinking that the admitter was inappropriately
engaging in wrongness admission. We removed the
identities of the actors and labeled them Participant A and
Participant B. As Participant A was the focus of the ex-
periment, we highlighted their posts with a red border. See
Figure 1 for the full argument stimulus.

The final post by Participant A contained the manipu-
lation. In one (admission) condition, Participant A ended
the conversation by posting, “Thanks for the info and
conversation. I was wrong and you were right.” In the

Figure 1. Argument stimulus viewed by all participants in all experiments.
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other (refuse) condition, Participant A ended the con-
versation by posting, “Thanks for the info and conversa-
tion. I guess we agree to disagree.” Therefore, the only
thing that differed in the conditions was the second sen-
tence in the final post. In Experiment 1B, participants in the
no-response condition read, instead of a final post, “There
were no further responses by Participant A.”
We conducted a pilot study (N = 50) to confirm that

most people thought that Participant B was more correct.
Participants read a neutral (i.e., no final post) version of the
conversation and judged whether they thought Participant
A or B was correct. Indeed, 70.59% of participants agreed
that Participant B was correct. This was significantly dif-
ferent than 50%, t(48) = 3.20, p = .002, d = 0.90, indi-
cating that perceptions of correctness were not random.

User Reputation Ratings
Participants, in both studies, rated their agreement
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) with 18 statements
about Participant A with items related to communion (e.g.,
“Participant A is a nice person”) and to competence (e.g.,
“Participant A has little education”). We reverse scored
the negatively worded items and averaged across all items
to create a user reputation score (1A: M = 3.06, SD = 0.77,
α = .94; 1B: M = 2.83, SD = 0.87, α = .94).

Interaction Intentions
To measure whether participants would be willing to in-
teract, online or offline, with the target user in the future
(i.e., testing Hypotheses 2a and 2b), participants indicated
their level of agreement (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly
agree) with four statements (e.g., “I would like to meet this
person”). We reverse scored the negatively worded items
and averaged across these items to create an interaction
intentions score (1A: M = 2.88, SD = 1.03, α = .84; 1B:
M = 2.81, SD = 0.87, α = .80).

Attention Check
To assess whether participants were aware of the admis-
sion or refusal (Study 1A and Study 1B) or no response
(Experiment 1B), we administered a memory test at the
end of the experiments. Participants indicated whether

Participant A engaged in wrongness admission. As noted,
we also used this memory test as an attention check to
exclude participants.

Results
We tested our hypotheses by conducting ANOVA with
Admission Condition as the independent variable and user
reputation and interaction intentions as the dependent
variables (for inferential statistics, see Table 2). In Ex-
periment 1A, there were significant Admission Condition
effects on user reputation ratings and interaction inten-
tions. Supporting Hypothesis 1, user reputation ratings
were significantly higher in the admission condition than
the refuse condition. SupportingHypothesis 2a, interaction
intentions were higher in the admission condition than the
refuse condition. To test Hypothesis 2b, we performed a
mediation analysis, with 10,000 bootstrapping samples,
and found a significant indirect effect of Admission
Condition on interaction intentions through user reputa-
tion ratings (see Table 4).
For Experiment 1B, failing to replicate Experiment 1A,

none of our hypotheses were supported.

Discussion and Experiment 2A and
Experiment 2B

Our hypotheses were supported in Experiment 1A. It ap-
pears that wrongness admission onOSNs serves as a cue of
communal and competence traits and leads observers to
be willing to interact with the wrongness admitting user.
However, we were unable to replicate these findings in
Experiment 1B. Importantly, however, wrongness admis-
sion did not lead to negative impression formation in this
experiment, as user reputation scores were descriptively
higher in admission condition than the nonadmission
conditions.
We were surprised that we did not find a significant

difference in user reputation ratings between the admis-
sion and nonadmission conditions in Experiment 1B.

Table 2. Effect of condition on impression formation and means and SDs by condition, Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B

Study (DF)

Experiment 1A (1, 87) Experiment 1B (2, 235)

F η2 90% CI M (SD)Admit

M (SD)

Refuse M (SD)NR F η2 90% CI M (SD)Admit

M (SD)

Refuse M (SD)NR

User reputation
ratings

6.10* .07 0.01, 0.17 3.28 (0.75) 2.88 (0.75) NA 2.12 0.02 0.00, 0.05 2.93 (0.71) 2.70 (0.71) 2.85 (0.73)

Interaction
intentions

8.69** .09 0.02, 0.20 3.22 (1.01) 2.59 (0.88) NA 0.63 0.01 0.00, 0.03 2.79 (0.86) 2.89 (0.85) 2.74 (0.92)

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05. DF = Degrees of Freedom, NA = Not applicable, NR = no-response condition.
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Therefore, we reviewed the responses to an optional feed-
back question at the end of both experiments to determine
what, if anything, led to differences in the results. Notably,
some participants in Experiment 1B indicated that the
wrongness admission response of the user seemed sarcastic
and insincere. Therefore, in Experiment 2A and Experiment
2B, we edited the final post in the admission and refuse
conditions. Participants rated the politeness and sincerity of
the final post in Experiment 2A and Experiment 2B. These
ratings were well above the midpoint (>6.00 for politeness
and >5.50 for sincerity, both out of 7) in the admission
condition.We do not report further results with these ratings
as we cannot compare them to the participants’ reactions to
the final posts in the previous experiments and because the
ratings were in regard to the post, not the OSN user.

All of our experiments, including Experiment 2A, relied
on Amazon Mechanical Turk’s participant pool. While this
participant pool is more diverse and attentive (Buhrmester
et al., 2011), there are problems, too (Arechar et al., 2017).
Therefore, the purpose of Experiment 2B was to replicate
Experiment 2A in a nononline sample.

Method

Participants
We recruited 191 participants in Experiment 2A from
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Of the 191 participants, 171
participants (100 female) completed the experiment and
passed the attention check and 98% reported using Face-
book. For Experiment 2B, we created 226 slots via a psy-
chology department’s online SONA system. Participants
were undergraduates at a large university in the Southwest
United States. Of the 226 undergraduate students who
participated, 182 (116 female) completed the experiment
and passed the attention check and 85% reported using
Facebook. These sample sizes were determined by our
ability to recruit as close to 200 participants as possible.
According to a sensitivity analysis, we had the power to
detect a minimum effect size of η2 = .05 in both studies.

Materials and Procedures
The materials and procedures were nearly identical to
those of Experiment 1B. However, we modified the final
posts in the admission and refuse conditions. The final post

in the admission condition was as follows: “So, I read
through the sources you posted . . . The evidence is pretty
strong. I guess I am wrong and you are right on this.
Thanks for posting those links and thanks for the con-
versation!” The final post in the refuse condition was
identical except that the third sentence read, “I still think I
am right and you are wrong.”

We created scores for user reputation ratings (2A:
M = 2.99, SD = 0.70, α = .94; 2B: M = 3.03, SD = 0.61,
α = .92) and interaction intentions (2A:M = 2.93, SD = 0.86,
α = .77; 2B:M = 3.06, SD = 0.74, α = .69), as in the previous
experiments. Participants also responded to the same
attention check question, which we used to exclude par-
ticipants who were not paying attention.

Results

We tested our hypotheses by conducting ANOVAs with
Admission Condition as the independent variable and user
reputation ratings and interaction intentions as the de-
pendent variables (for inferential statistics, see Table 3). In
Experiment 2A, there were significant Admission Condi-
tion effects on user reputation ratings and interaction
intentions. To test whether this condition effect supported
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2a, we ran contrast analyses
comparing the admission condition to the two nonad-
mission conditions. Supporting Hypothesis 1, user repu-
tation ratings were significantly higher in the admission
condition than the two nonadmission conditions, b = 0.13,
t(168) = 3.81, p < .001. Supporting Hypothesis 2a, inter-
action intentions were significantly higher in the admis-
sion condition than the two nonadmission conditions,
b = 0.11, t(168) = 2.52, p = .013. To test Hypothesis 2b, we
performed a mediation analysis, with 10,000 boot-
strapping samples, with the admit condition contrast
coded as 1 and the nonadmit conditions as 0, and found a
significant indirect effect of Admission Condition on in-
teraction intentions through user reputation ratings (see
Table 4).

In Experiment 2B, there was a significant Admission
Condition effect on user reputation ratings, but not in-
teraction intentions. To test whether this condition effect
supported Hypothesis 1, we ran contrast analyses com-
paring the admission condition to the two nonadmission

Table 3. Effect of condition on impression formation and means and SDs by condition, Experiment 2A and Experiment 2B

Study (DF)

Experiment 2A (2, 168) Experiment 2B (2, 180)

F η2 90% CI M (SD)Admit M (SD)Refuse M (SD)NR F η2 90% CI M (SD)Admit M (SD)Refuse M (SD)NR

User reputation rating 8.21*** .09 0.03, 0.16 3.24 (0.71) 2.75 (.65) 2.92 (0.64) 5.32** 0.06 0.01, 0.11 3.17 (0.72) 3.05 (0.80) 2.95 (0.17)

Interaction intentions 3.45* .04 0.00, 0.09 3.14 (0.88) 2.86 (.83) 2.75 (0.82) 1.40 0.02 0.000, 0.051 3.04 (0.72) 2.95 (0.69) 3.05 (0.80)

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05. NR = no-response condition.
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conditions. Supporting Hypothesis 1, user reputation rat-
ings were significantly higher in the admission condition
than the two nonadmission conditions, b = 0.09,
t(180) = 3.12, p = .002. To test Hypothesis 2b, we per-
formed a mediation analysis and found a significant in-
direct effect of Admission Condition on interaction
intentions through user reputation ratings (see Table 4).

Mini Meta-Analysis
Because there were variations in the materials, sample
sizes, and effect sizes across the experiments, we con-
ducted ameta-analysis of the effect of admission condition
compared to the nonadmission conditions on user repu-
tation scores and interaction intentions to get a truer es-
timate of the actual effect sizes. We used Goh et al.’s
(2016) mini meta-analytic strategy, in which we converted
the effect size estimates across studies to rs and then
calculated a weighted (by N) mean effect size. The meta-
analytic effect size was moderate for reputation, r = .20
(95% CI [.14, .26]), and small for interaction intentions,
r = .11 (90% CI [.05, .17]).

Discussion

Our hypotheses were partially supported in Experiment 2A
and Experiment 2B. Wrongness admission in an OSN ar-
gument served as a cue of communal and competence traits
and led observers to indicate a willingness to interact with
the admitting user. However, in Experiment 2B, there was
no direct impact of wrongness admission on interaction
intentions. Even so, wrongness admission on OSNs appears
to lead to positive impression formation outcomes.

General Discussion

With the ubiquitous use of OSNs and the growing presence
of arguments on these sites, it is important to understand
how online behavior in these online situations impacts
impression formation. Here, we investigated the impact of

a form of intellectual humility: wrongness admission. In
four studies, we found general support for our hypotheses.
Those who witnessed an OSN user engage in wrongness
admission rated that user as higher in communion and
competence traits compared witnessing a user not en-
gaging in wrongness admission, supporting Hypothesis 1.
Furthermore, we found that those in the wrongness ad-
mission condition were more likely to indicate interest in
interacting with the admitting user compared to those in
the nonadmission conditions, supporting Hypothesis 2a.
However, this latter effect was weaker, and all effects on
interaction intentions across experiments were likely due
to participants’ increased communion and competence
ratings of the user, supporting Hypothesis 2b.

Implications and Theoretical Considerations

It seems obvious that wrongness admission, as opposed to
refusing to admit, is a better strategy for those having ar-
guments and managing their impressions on OSNs. Intel-
lectual humility is considered a virtue (Chancellor &
Lyubomirsky, 2013; Roberts & Wood, 2007), and people
seem to like intellectually humble people (Meagher et al.,
2021). The results of Fetterman and Sassenberg (2015) and
John et al. (2019) suggest that people know that wrongness
admission is the best option. Yet, this behavior is not as
common as it should be. In fact, Fetterman et al. (2019) found
in a daily diary study that, when given a chance to admit, 43%
of participants refused to engage in wrongness admission.
When asked why they refuse to admit, most people indicate
impression management concerns (John et al., 2019).
If people are hesitant to engage in wrongness admission

in face-to-face situations, they may be even more hesitant
on OSNs, since many passive viewers can witness the
admission and OSNs are a place where people spend
considerable time managing their impressions (Krämer &
Winter, 2008; Lee & Jang, 2019; Ranzini & Hoek, 2017;
Seidman, 2013). Yet, our results suggest that, because
wrongness admission serves as a cue of communion and
competence, those who might refuse to engage in
wrongness admission during an OSN argument might be
making an impression management mistake. Wrongness

Table 4. Mediation analyses of condition effects on interaction intentions through user reputation ratings

Experiment A path B path C path C’ path 95% CI for the indirect effects

1A 0.26** 0.85*** 0.30** 0.09 0.09, 0.79

1B — — — — —

2A 0.28*** 0.79*** 0.19* �0.03 0.19, 0.62

2B 0.23** 0.55*** 0.11 �0.01 0.07, 0.34

Note. Standardized regression coefficients are depicted for each path (**p < .01; ***p < .001). A path = condition to mediator; B path = mediator to outcome; C
path = condition to outcome; C’ path = condition to outcome controlling for the mediator.
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admission, in these situations, appears to improve the
impressions formed of users by passive viewers.

It is understandable that these findings might seem
counterintuitive to some, especially since the act of
wrongness admission is itself an admission of incompe-
tence. We suggest a similar mechanism for wrongness
admission that Brooks et al. (2015) suggested for advice
seeking. Wrongness admission serves as a cue of intellec-
tual humility, communion, and competence. Although the
admitter (like the advice seeker) is telling onlookers that
they have been incompetent in this instance, it suggests that
they are willing to work together and that they are com-
petent enough to recognize faulty knowledge and change it.
Because OSN users are seeking social connections
(Alhabash& Ma, 2017) and, perhaps, future friends (Bacev-
Giles & Haji, 2017), they are forming impressions online
(Tennie et al., 2010) with relatively little contextual infor-
mation (Walther & Whitty, 2021). Any behavior that serves
as a cue of these communal and competence traits should
lead to positive impression formation. Wrongness admis-
sion, as we have noted, is one such cue.

Wrongness admission on OSNs might be important for
reasons beyond impression formation and management,
however. As more people engage in debate on the in-
ternet, the more OSNs have an impact on behaviors and
the spread of misinformation (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017).
OSN-based debates do not shy away from controversial
and consequential topics such as politics, religion, or
other important societal issues (Anderson et al., 2018;
Neubaum et al., 2021), and these debates can be equally
frustrating and engaging (Wang & Silva, 2018). If people
avoid wrongness admission in these debates, there will
likely be no, or worse, resolution to these issues. It could
further affect the widening division in the world of pol-
itics (Van Bavel & Pereira, 2018) and inspire violent
reactions to false information – particularly for those who
become more extreme in their faulty beliefs instead of
engaging in wrongness admission (i.e., the Backfire Ef-
fect; Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). Further research is un-
derway to investigate ways to encourage wrongness
admission on OSNs.

Limitations and Future Directions

In the current experiments, we focused on internal, rather
than on external, validity. We wanted to limit the impact of
other information readily available on OSNs (e.g., profiles,
pictures, and demographics). This decision is in line with
prior research investigating the effects of minimal infor-
mation on OSNs (e.g., Austin et al., 2021; Kaye et al.,
2020). However, it limits the current investigation because
it is unclear how this extra information might impact

impression formation in relation to wrongness admission
on OSNs. For example, it could be that the identity of the
admitting user moderates the effects we found here in
some way. Future research is needed, which subtly adds in
information to the online stimuli to test this and other
hypotheses. Indeed, we consider the current investigation
as a launching point for much more research on the
outcomes of wrongness admission and intellectual hu-
mility on OSNs.

In a similar vein, our studies were limited to supposedly
real, but fake, topics and an argument between strangers.
This means that the participants did not have prior atti-
tudes toward the topic of conversation, nor the users. It is
likely that prior attitudes toward both affect the impres-
sions formed by passive viewers of OSN users who engage
in wrongness admission. For example, it may be that
Donald Trump engaging in wrongness admission on OSNs
is seen positively by his supporters and negatively by his
detractors – or vice versa, given the reactions to his late
2021 support of COVID-19 vaccinations. It may be that a
user engaging in wrongness admission about the benefits
of intermittent fasting is seen negatively by intermittent
fasters, but positively by nonfasters. Future research
should investigate these possibilities.

We presented mediation models suggesting that
wrongness admission (vs. nonadmission) led to better user
reputation ratings, which then related to interaction in-
tentions. From a theoretical perspective, this makes sense.
The purpose of impression formation is to determine who
one wants to interact with, even on OSNs (Tennie et al.,
2010). However, we did not test the full causal model, and
many have cast doubts on the type of cross-sectional
mediation analyses we conducted (e.g., Maxwell & Cole,
2007; Rohrer, 2018). Therefore, we suggest due caution in
interpreting these results, consider them preliminary, and
encourage further research investigating the full causal
chain.

Conclusion

People are wrong a lot and for a variety of reasons (Schulz,
2010). However, the ratio of instances of wrongness to
admissions is far from equal (Fetterman et al., 2019). It is
likely that people do not want to broadcast their incom-
petence on OSNs. However, wrongness admission on
OSNs not only allows people to change their attitudes to
become more factual (being competent) but also leads to
the formation of more positive impressions (appearing
communal and competent). Therefore, wrongness ad-
mission on OSNs appears to lead to better impression
formation outcomes than not admitting. At least, that is
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what we can conclude until someone provides evidence
that we are wrong. If such a time comes, we will never
admit it.
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Research Report

Not Getting What You Want
Aggression, Prosocial Behaviors, and Popularity

Martin H. Jones1, Toby J. Cooke1, and Jennifer Symonds2

1Department of Individual, Family and Community Education, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA
2Department of Educational Psychology, School of Education, University College Dublin, Ireland

Abstract. As adolescents desire the benefits of having greater social status, some teenagers cannot acquire their desired level of popularity.
The current study uses a single high school to examine how the discrepancy between popularity goals and actual popularity aligns with
aggression and prosocial behaviors. The current study suggests that the discrepancy between popularity and popularity goals aligns with having
more aggression and prosocial behaviors when adolescents are in less popular peer groups. Within one’s own peer group, adolescents with
greater discrepancy between popularity and popularity goals utilize more aggression. The results provide additional insight toward under-
standing how pursuing popularity might align with using aggression and prosocial behaviors toward peers in school.

Keywords: popularity, popularity goals, social goals, aggression, prosocial behaviors

Popular adolescents hold greater social capital, are more
admired by their peers, and appear more attractive
(Cillessen et al., 2011; Dawes & Xie, 2014, 2017). Given
these potential benefits, adolescents often desire popu-
larity more than having friendships and academic
achievement (LaFontana & Cillessen, 2010). Indeed, the
desire for acquiring social status peaks during adolescence
(Brendgen et al., 2018; Laursen, 2018) but, comes with
some interpersonal consequences. Desiring social status,
or one’s popularity goals, can lead to both greater aggres-
sion and greater prosocial behaviors (Dawes, 2017; Jarvinen
& Nicholls, 1996; Kiefer & Wang, 2016). Popularity goals
may not equate with having popularity (Dawes, 2017;
Dawes & Xie, 2014), which creates a discrepancy between
adolescents’ social goals and actual social status. This dis-
crepancy between social status and popularity goals is rarely
examined, especially regarding how such a discrepancy
might relate with aggression and prosocial behaviors.

Theoretical support for the discrepancy between pop-
ularity goals, social status, aggression, and prosocial be-
haviors comes from Social Information Processing (SIP)
theory (Crick & Dodge, 1994). In part, SIP suggests in-
dividuals pursue, and then adjust, their behaviors in
pursuit of social goals (e.g., popularity goals). Thus, when
discrepancies emerge between popularity goals and social
status, adolescents may adjust other behaviors (e.g., ag-
gression and prosocial behaviors) to pursue desired social
outcomes. Theoretically, students might therefore employ
more aggression or prosocial behaviors to overcome dis-
crepant popularity goals and actual popularity in hopes of
obtaining greater social status.

Social Status

Social status is often defined as someone or some peer
group having perceived popularity or social preference
(Cillessen & Marks, 2011). Perceived popularity refers to
how well-known an individual or peer group is within their
social network, whereas social preference is howwell-liked
an individual is by their peers. Perceived popularity closely
aligns with popularity goals as many adolescents want
social status, regardless of being well-liked (Dawes & Xie,
2014; Estell, 2020). The current study exclusively focuses
on perceived popularity.

Perceived popularity can subdivide into social network
popularity and within-group popularity (Jones & Estell,
2010; Cairns & Cairns, 1994). Social network popularity
is the perceived popularity of one’s peer group in com-
parison to other peer groups. Alternatively, within-group
popularity is the perceived popularity of someone inside
their peer group.

Popularity Goals, Aggression, and Prosocial
Behaviors

Popularity goals are the psychological desires for acquiring
greater social standing and prominence (Dawes, 2017;
Dawes & Xie, 2014). Popularity goals can help a student
gain status by using aggression against peers (e.g., Kiefer &
Wang, 2016). Popularity goals can also help students ac-
quire social status through being prosocial (Dawes, 2017;
Dawes & Xie, 2014; Jarvinen & Nicholls, 1996). For some
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students, entitled bistrategic controllers, aggression and
prosocial behaviors are deliberately employed with peers
to gain social status or other desired outcomes (Hawley,
2003). Knowingwhen to be aggressive and/or prosocial can
help students gain social status (Hawley & Bower, 2018),
but less literature examines if aggression and prosocial
behaviors increase when students have not acquired their
desired social status.

Discrepancy Between Popularity and
Popularity Goals

Popularity goals can align with having greater popularity,
but this alignment does not occur for all students (e.g.,
Dawes & Xie, 2014). A discrepancy can form between
what a student wants (i.e., popularity goals) and their
actual popularity. This discrepancy is particularly impor-
tant to examine as students with high popularity goals
could exert even more aggression and prosocial behaviors
to compensate for their lower than desired social status.
The current study explores this possibility. In addition, the
study examines whether discrepancies between popularity
goals and social status differ by actual social status levels.

Method

Participants and Procedures

Ninth through 12th graders participated from one small
rural high school in the southwestern United States (70%
participation rate). Self-reported genders were 156 girls, 112
boys, 7 genderqueer/nonbinary, and 1 nonreporting. Self-
reported ethnicities were as follows: Hispanic/Latinx – 130,
White – 69, Indigenous – 35, multicultural – 27, Asian-
American – 9, Black/African-American – 5, and other
ethnicity – 1. In regard to socioeconomic status, all students
were eligible for free/reduced-price lunch. All participants
had parental consent, knew their answerswere confidential,
and received no financial compensation. Survey response
time was 30–35 minutes. Participants answered surveys
approximately 1 month into the spring semester.

Instruments

Popularity
Popularity assessments came from a social network analysis
procedure entitled social cognitive mapping (SCM; Cairns
et al. 1988; Cairns & Cairns, 1994). SCM asks all students in

a social network, “Are there some kids in your classroom
who hang around together a lot? If yes, who are they?”
(Cairns et al., 1995). SCM has students report on each
other’s peer group membership and the group’s members.
SCM collates these nominations across all student respon-
dents. In this way, students report and SCM procedures
objectively reciprocate peer group membership. Students
receiving the most nominations have the greatest perceived
popularity. Similarly, peer groups with themost nominations
have the greatest perceived popularity. Four levels of per-
ceived popularity occur for both social network and within-
group popularity: social isolate (no peer groupmembership),
peripheral member (least popular), secondary member
(somewhat popular), and nuclear member (most popular).
Past research suggests that SCM findings parallel observed
peer affiliations in school and findings have strong reliability
for both social network popularity and within-group popu-
larity (Chen et al., 2008; Gest et al., 2003).

Popularity Goals

Popularity goals were measured using six questions in re-
gard to gaining perceived popularity (Li & Wright, 2014).
Example items are “I want to be popular among my peers”
and “I want to be socially central among my peers.” Par-
ticipants responded on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(= never) to 5 (= all the time), with higher scores indicating
greater desire for popularity (α = .86). The scale was pre-
viously validated and deemed reliable (Li & Wright, 2014).

Aggression

Aggression measurement included eight questions assess-
ing both overt and relational aggression (Li &Wright, 2014).
Example items included “How often do you start fights with
others?” and “How often do you tell a peer that they cannot
be in the group?” Responses were on a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from 1 (= never) to 5 (= all the time). Higher scores
represented greater self-reported aggression (α = .71). The
scale is both valid and reliable (Li & Wright, 2014).

Prosocial Behaviors

Prosocial behaviors were measured with four questions
(α = .77; Li & Wright, 2014), including “How often do you
help, cooperate or share with others?” and “How often do
you tell another peer you care about them?”Responses were
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (= never) to 5 (= all the
time). Higher scores indicated greater self-reported prosocial
behaviors. The scale is valid and reliable (Li &Wright, 2014).
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Measuring Discrepancy

Discrepancy scores were the difference between popu-
larity goals and popularity (popularity coded as 1 = social
isolate, 2 = peripheral, 3 = secondary, and 4 = nuclear). This
approach results in the range of difference scores being
limited by one’s popularity level. For example, nuclear
peer group members’ raw differences could range from 1
to �3, whereas secondary group members’ raw differ-
ence scores could range from 2 to �2. Converting raw
differences scores to z-scores eliminates this problem.
Thus, standardized discrepancy scores were generated
for both social network popularity and within-group
popularity. Positive discrepancy scores represent pop-
ularity goals that are greater than actual popularity
level, whereas negative discrepancy scores suggest the
opposite.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Given past research (Rose & Smith, 2018; Salmivalli &
Peets, 2018), preliminary analyses examined potential
gender differences in aggression and prosocial behaviors.
A multiple ANOVA using gender as the grouping variable
and aggression and prosocial behaviors as outcome vari-
ables suggested significant differences, F (4, 532) = 3.09,
p = .02. Post hoc comparisons suggested significant dif-
ferences for prosocial behaviors, F (2, 267) = 5.88, p = .003,
but not aggression. Post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni
adjustment suggested that females had higher prosocial
behaviors than males (p = .01, d = 0.37,Mfemales = 3.82, SD
females = 0.79; Mmales = 3.51, SDmales = 0.89), which is
considered a small to moderate effect size.

Social Network Popularity and Popularity
Goals Discrepancies

A path analysis tested whether the discrepancy between
popularity goals and social network popularity aligned
with aggression and prosocial behaviors. The model fit
was good, χ2 (3, N = 276) = 2.05, p = .56, RMSEA = 0.00
(0.00, 0.09), CFI = 1.00. As seen in Figure 1, the dis-
crepancy between popularity goals and social network
popularity related to aggression and prosocial behaviors,
although the relationship was smaller for prosocial
behaviors.

Discrepancy Between Within-Group Popularity and
Popularity Goals
A second path analysis tested whether the discrepancy
between popularity goals and within-group popularity
aligned with aggression and prosocial behaviors. The
model fit was good, χ2 (3, N = 276) = 2.29, p = .52,
RMSEA = 0.00 (0.00, 0.09), CFI = 1.00. Discrepancy
scores significantly aligned with aggression, but not with
prosocial behaviors (see Figure 1).

Discrepancies Across Social Statuses

Social Network Popularity
The final analyses tested whether discrepancies varied by
social status level. For social network popularity, an ANOVA
suggested significant differences, F (3, 272) = 95.79, p < .001.
All social network popularity levels significantly differed
from each other using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni
adjustments at p < .001 (see Table 1), having moderate to
large effect sizes (d’s = 0.47–1.00). Social isolates had a
positive discrepancy, whereas nuclear members had a
negative discrepancy. Although seemingly counterintuitive
for nuclear groupmembers, the negative differences score is
likely a ceiling effect as there is no higher social network
popularity than nuclear peer group membership.

Within-Group Popularity
An additional ANOVA tested whether discrepancies varied
by within-group popularity levels. The ANOVA was sig-
nificant, F (3, 272) = 133.14, p < .001, with differences
across all social statuses at p < .001 (see Table 1), with all
having large effect sizes (d’s < 0.90). Social isolates re-

Figure 1. Discrepancies, prosocial behaviors, and aggression. Coeffi-
cients above are for social network popularity discrepancies, whereas
numbers below are for within-group popularity discrepancies. **p < .01,
*p < .05, n.s. = not significant.
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ported having popularity goals greater than their popu-
larity level, whereas within-group nuclear members
showed negative discrepancy scores. Again, this likely
indicates ceiling and floor effects.

Discussion

The current study examined how discrepancies between
adolescents’ popularity goals and popularity aligned with
aggression and prosocial behaviors. The results suggest
the discrepancy between social network popularity and
popularity goals aligned with greater aggression and
prosocial behaviors, whereas discrepancies between
within-group popularity and popularity goals related to
aggression. These findings are supported by SIP theory,
which suggests that desiring to be in more popular peer
groups (without actually having it) aligns with adjusting
one’s behaviors in pursuit of social goals (Crick & Dodge,
1994). Indeed, the current study expands this notion by
suggesting that students with greater discrepancies be-
tween desired and actual social status may be more ag-
gressive and more prosocial. The implication of this
finding is that aggression and prosocial behaviors are not
solely used by bistrategic controllers (Hawley, 2003), but
also by those who have not achieved their desire for social
status. SIP theory suggests that students with greater
discrepancies could have less social status than desired
because they use aggression and prosocial behaviors in-
effectively in pursuit of their social goals.
In contrast, students holding nondiscrepant popularity

goals may have no reason to be concerned about their
popularity status and therefore do not use aggression and
prosocial tactics to pursue their popularity goals. The
current study expands past work by suggesting that the
discrepancy (and not just the goal) between popularity
goals and actual popularity may bolster increased ag-
gression and prosocial behaviors (Dawes, 2017; Jarvinen &
Nicholls, 1996; Kiefer & Wang, 2016).

Discrepancies Across Social Statuses

Holding popularity goals does not always result in
achieving popularity (Dawes, 2017; Dawes & Xie, 2014).
The current study expands this finding in demonstrating
that discrepancies appear for the social status of one’s
peer group as well as membership within one’s peer
group. These discrepancies occur for social isolates and
also for less socially prominent group members (e.g.,
peripheral group members). In contrast, more socially
central group members (secondary and nuclear mem-
bers) do not hold such discrepancies as they likely
achieved their popularity goal or experience ceiling
popularity effects.

Limitations and Future Directions

This study’s methodology creates inherent limitations.
Foremost, a single high school limits the generalizability of
findings. In addition, the cross-sectional data do not reflect
the dynamic nature of social relationships in how dis-
crepancies form across time and relate with aggression
and prosocial behaviors. Finally, utilizing self-report
questionnaires introduces the potential for social desir-
ability bias in reporting aggression and prosocial behav-
iors. In a similar way, different social network analyses
might produce different results, such as having students
nominate the most popular students at school or via other
objective social network analysis procedures.
The current study does not explore the many subtypes

of aggression and prosocial behaviors. Additional re-
search may better clarify how adolescents with greater
discrepancy between popularity goals and social status
align with overt and relational aggression uniquely or in
tandem. Similarly, additional work may clarify whether
proactive versus reactive prosocial behaviors related to
discrepancies between social status and popularity goals
(Boxer et al., 2004; Findley-Van Nostrand & Ojanen,
2018).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

Social network popularity Within-group popularity

Popularity
goals Aggression

Prosocial
behaviors Discrepancy*

Popularity
goals Aggression

Prosocial
behaviors Discrepancy**

M SD M SD M SD N M SD M SD M SD M SD N M SD

Social isolate 2.18 0.92 3.50 1.64 3.63 0.78 61 1.12 0.70 2.18 0.92 3.50 1.64 3.63 0.78 61 1.20 0.63

Peripheral 2.14 0.85 4.13 1.69 3.76 0.88 60 0.32 0.65 2.32 0.89 2.88 1.61 3.66 0.87 35 0.62 0.61

Secondary 2.26 0.93 2.88 1.63 3.55 0.91 86 �0.34 0.70 2.20 0.87 3.13 1.74 3.61 0.97 56 �0.15 0.59

Nuclear 2.61 0.98 3.13 1.72 3.86 0.79 69 �0.84 0.75 2.40 0.98 4.13 1.67 3.77 0.82 124 �0.70 0.67

Note. *Discrepancy score between popularity goals and social network popularity. **Discrepancy between popularity goals and within-group popularity.
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